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BIG CHANGES AT UOP

:

All academic programs

ii

face re-examination
SARAH LEER
Pacifican staff writer

tee and Jim Falcone look over the University's plans for campus redesign.

ockton campus to
redesigned
ISIJNEILL
ican staff writer
sagine reopening the access to
* ivenue from the parking lot
d the fraternities and sororiimagine a new campus cenag built in a more central loin an attempt to draw the
School closer to the heart

aampus.

I"cse <are just a couple of ideas
' by a consulting firm that
^aing a master plan which
¥ the future of UOP.
-pus officials say it might
| biggest overhaul of UOP's
appearance in about 30 years.

Carl Nosse, executive assistant to
President DeRosa, said Sasaki Associ
ates Inc. have been hired as consult
ants to develop a three-phase plan for
remodeling the university.
"Phase One is an analysis of where
we (the university) are. Phase Two will
be a presentation to the university
with designs for remodeling. And
Phase Three is our consideration of
what we want to do," said Nosse.
Sasaki met with the Board of Re
gents Jan. 24 and concluded the first
phase of the plan. Meetings will con
tinue as the project progresses to dis
cuss the next phases. On March 5 the
consultants will report on their sugSee Redesign page 6

With a new president, a new pro
vost, a new mission statement and
an obsolete football program, how
many more changes can UOP
handle?
Led by an aggressive new admin
istration team of President Donald
DeRosa and Provost Philip
Gilbertson, UOP is facing a self-ex
amination of all academic programs
that is likely to result in dramatic
changes over the next few years.
"With a strong administration
team in place that's well connected
with the different divisions of the
university, we will be able to accom
plish the mission and priorities,"
DeRosa said in an interview with The
Pacifican.
As the DeRosa administration is
completing a new mission statement,
(see sidebar), it is also making plans
for a program-by-program evaluation
of the university.
While rumors of program-cutting
and sliced majors being sliced float
ing around campus and the commu
nity, DeRosa claims that no decisions
will be made until Gilbertson arrives
on March 15 to begin work in the top
academic job as provost.
"I don't want people to overre
act and think, 'Wow! Look what they
did with football. Can you imagine
what else is coming?"' DeRosa told
the Record of Stockton.
"I want people to not only think
about what we're doing now that we
probably should set aside, but also

a look at the role
;{he

student athlete.

Opinion page 10

See Change page 2

UOP creates
new mission
statement
SARAH LEER
Pacifican staff writer
Hoping to distinguish UOP
from other schools, the DeRosa ad
ministration is developing a new
mission statement that highlights
what UOP perceives as its strengths
and its core mission.
About 90 members of the uni
versity community participated in
a day-long retreat on January 27
to brainstorm and compile themes
and phrases that could be used in
the revised Mission Statement.
A small group of faculty, staff
See mission statement page 2
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what it is that we're not doing or
should be doing more of. That's the
other side of all this. It's very easy to
get trapped in to thinking about what
we should eliminate. This isn't about
just simply slicing things out and set
ting them aside, but deciding where
we want our university to be in 10
years."
The Board of Regents will be in
volved in the process of evaluation.
"We certainly don't want to take away
from traditions, but expect to see
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Mission statement hopes to distinguish university from other schools
continued from page 1
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and one student formed a commit
tee that produced a draft of the new
statement, which is now receiving
comments from the campus commu
nity.
"On the mission statement, I al
ways felt it needed to be examined
because it looked like all others,' said
President Donald DeRosa in an inter
view with the Pacifican. DeRosa also
commented that the old mission
statement did not express any of the
distinctiveness of Pacific.
DeRosa said he will offer his own
thoughts on the draft. The final ver
sion should be made available in
three to four weeks.
"This has been an opportunity to
discuss our shared values as a univer
sity," said DeRosa, adding that the
revision has given the university an
opportunity to reflect on what it is
and what it should be in the future.
"1 think we need a new mission
statement that helps to distinguish us
as an institution," said Judy Cham
bers, vice president of Student Life.
Chambers said that she looks forward
to the university completing a new
statement that will better highlight
UOP's distinctiveness as an institu
tion.

Change
continued from page 1

many changes in programs and
grounds," Regent Gail Kautz told The
Record. "We definitely have a differ
ent kind of student today asking for
many different things: classes to meet
the times, updated living facilities
and so on. And that means changes
in the courses and majors we offer
just to equip students to better meet
the needs of the job market."

At Valparaiso University in
Indiana where he was the
dean and an English
professor, Cilbertson
reshaped the school's
academic program. At a
school of 3,200 students, he
dropped one entire
department, five programs
and several faculty positions.
At Valparaiso University in Indi
ana where he was the dean and an
English professor, Gilbertson re
shaped the school's academic pro
gram. At a school of 3,200 students,
he dropped one entire department,
five programs and several faculty po
sitions.
Gilbertson has been described as
a person who could make tough de-

University of the Pacific
Draft Mission Statement
Feb. 5, 1996
The first and oldest chartered institution of higher educa
tion in the state of California, the University of the Pacific is
an independent, comprehensive university with a liberal arts
core. For its size, it offers an unusually wide variety of highquality undergraduate, graduate, and professional programs in
small, friendly, and caring communities on campuses in Stock
ton, Sacramento, and San Francisco.
Down-to-earth, practical, and personal in its programs and
spirit, the University values effective teaching, usable learn
ing, and relevant scholarship within the classroom, elsewhere
on its campuses, and beyond. The University's mission is to
graduate well rounded, professionally capable citizens.
We attract students with a wide range of interests, back
grounds, and abilities. We work best with confident and ma
ture students who are endowed with initiative, a strong work
ethic, analytical and problem solving abilities, and enthusi
asm for learning. A concern for values and a sense of humor
run through all we do. The beauty of our Stockton campus
visually celebrates the spirit of our community and our rela
tionships with one another.
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Setting it Straight
The Feb. 15 article "Long-term
problems discolor UOP water" incor
rectly stated that water is pumped from
the Calaveras River and stored in two
tanks. According to Scott Heaton, Op
erations Manager, Physical Plant, this
water never enters the drinking water
distribution system and is used strictly
for irrigation of most of the grounds.
This irrigation is physically separate
from the Public Water System. The
University's Public Water System sup
plies potable water to the Stockton cam
pus from two sources: the School of
Pharmacy well and the Burns Tower
well. Discolored water may result from
a temporary shut down of nearby wa
ter mains for routine maintenance or
repairs. What appears to be dirty water
is generally nothing more than a dis
lodging of naturally occcurring miner
als and corrosion products which may,
over a period of time, become affixed
to pipeline interior walls. This should
not be a matter of concern. Flushing of
the building piping or of the street
mains will usually correct the problem.
The article "Tri Delta, Pike score
highest grade point average" in the Feb.
22 issue incorrectly listed Pi Kappa
Alpha's chapter GPA as a 2.74. Pi Kappa
Alpha's GPA is a 2.81 and they are the
only fraternity to have a GPA over the
average UOP non-Greek men's GPA
(2.76). The adjustment is due to gradu
ating seniors and transferring students.
We want to make sure the stories
in The Pacifican are correct. If an error
has been made, please contact Editorin-Chief Kate Lamping by telephone at
(209) 946-2115 or on e-mail at
PacificanfsVmsl.cc.uop.edu.
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cisions and follow them through.
"Let's just say, 1 knew what I was get
ting when I hired him," DeRosa told
the Record.
Gilbertson's track record of
downsizing has some UOP faculty
thinking about the future of their de
partments.
"I'm sure that there is some anxi
ety out there," said Judy Chambers,
vice president of Student Life, refer
ring to UOP faculty. "But everything
that I've heard is that he [Gilbertson]
works collaboratively and so 1 really
think that this will be an important
and very worthwhile process. The re
sult will be a stronger university, not
a weaker one."
Despite Gilbertson's record of de
partment slashing, some schools and
departments remain confident of
their position at Pacific.
"We have a very strong program
and were just accredited in the fall of
1994, so we're not worried at all," said
Ashland O. Brown, dean of School of
Engineering.
Jack Pratt, of the drama and dance
department said, "We're not worried
at all."
Many other deans and depart
ment heads failed to return phone
calls from The Pacifican seeking com
ment on the potentially divisive issue.
DeRosa said he plans to compile
a list of the things the administration
will be doing in the future and make
it public within a few months.
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r ^pointing elections of past lead to change
pOTTENFELD

-,n staff
staff writer
[,-jn
-arrie •_
^'ASUOP elections approach,
Melsoni
Rick
(Lirganizers hope to avoid the
tapathy that has plagued the
is in the past.
Carrie
ithy
or Christie Dickey, the cur
Frank
rent of ASUOP, has decided
jown after a year of service,
Laura
ken,
controversies that have
'avid I
dtSUOP elections in the past,
an Sch
have been set to keep the
is fair for all who choose to
?an V
office.
, igoing to try to run the elecLothly so we don't have any
Bill
Suong 4s that we've had in the past,"
Melijjj lection supervisor Brittany
•iVe changed the by-laws and
Flowers,
rewrote them." Butts is in
tafford
Diana
rof running the elections and
vid i
mg the committees. The
lieSle
in by-laws will help prevent
.'tampering by campaigns and
kmyV lies. Those directly involved
foyf
"• campaigns will not be aldee#
sit at the ballot boxes *nd
lates can no longer come
.00 feet of the polling area.
The positions are up for grabs
iil23-24 when the elections are

Poor tiirnn.a.

^
In the fall homecoming election
charges of ballo, box stuffing
student leaders to throw out the re

waaSSgB
Positions up for election
are president, speaker of
the student senate, with
two sophomore, junior,
senior, a n d off-campus
seats in the senate.
onnteref,

"aS 3 dlsaPP°lnlin8

level

Dickey had her own reasons for
wanting to be president.
"I wanted to make a difference
and be directly involved in campus
1
life," said Dickey.
Last year ASUOP did a subpar job
of publicizing the election that only
one candidate- Dickey- ran for the
position of president. She won.

UHiH1,ema,e means of ra>ing
the"?;
mg the
candidates.
Dickey has been president for the
haS bee" invo,ved whh
ASUOP ' 3nd
u?Ce her fr«hman year
Now, with her new duties as president
of Delta Delta Delta, she is moving
fr °m the limelight into a mor?
1
1
ocused role in her sorority. But she
ias advice for the campaigns to come.
I hey need to focus on what they
can add to the school and how they
plan to handle the student body's

fZZ

X
money," said Dickey.
Dickey said that she would make
herself available for the new president
jf aid and guidance is necessary.
K.key explained the pressures and
obligations that surround being presi
dent, and she sees herself as willing
to help a president in need "if thev
feel stranded."
lor the next month candidates
will shuffle to get endorsements, cam
paign committees, and support from
the student body. Inauguration is set
for May 2, when the new blood will
take over. Involvement of the student
body is crucial to the election process

ASUOP president Christie Dickey
since these are the students that rep
resent the campus community,
f lection packets will be available on
Ihursday, February 22 at ASUOP.
Phese packets need to be filled out by
the potential candidate. To be eligible
you need to be a full time student (12
unit minimum), have over a 2.5 CPA,
and receive 100 student signatures for
president as opposed to 50 for senate
seats.
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Campus parking tickets prove to be a pain
SANDY DENHAM

Pacifican staff writer
Have you ever come out of class
and found a ticket on your car for
parking in one of the President's
spaces? Or a visitor's space? Or a 30
minute time zone space?
If the answer to any of the above
questions is yes, you are not alone.
Every day the officers of UOP's
Public Safety Department, armed
with books of $20 tickets, move
through the campus streets and park
ing lots looking for illegally parked
cars.
Director of Public Safety Robert
Calaway said there is no reason for
students not to park in a designated
parking lot.
"Everybody can not park in front
of WPC and the Classroom building,"
Calaway said. " There is enough park
ing on the entire campus for both the
professors and the students. The only
difference is a 100 foot walk or a five
minute walk."
Yet Calaway and Parking Coordi
nator Catherine Bialek say they could
not state the number of tickets given
per year or even estimate whether the
number totaled 100 per semester.
Some students say they do not
understand why there should be
parking tickets given on a private col

lege campus.
"I do not think that we should
have to get parking tickets and be ex
pected to pay them when we pay
$25,000 a year to go to UOP," said jun
ior Mike Alexander.
A student who wishes to remain
anonymous has had his share of runins with Public Safety. Last semester
he said he collected between 25 to 35
parking tickets and has only paid a few
off.
"Public Safety has tagged me for
just about everything," he said. "I
have been ticketed for parking in the
President's spots, for parking in the
red zones; anything that you can
think of."
"One day I got ticketed three
times for the same thing. 1 had a ticket
on my windshield for parking in the
President's reserved spot so I thought
that since I already had a ticket I
would just leave it there for the rest
of the day. I came back two hours later
and there was another ticket on there.
I came back half an hour later and
there was another ticket there," said
the student.
"If we did not give out parking
tickets on the UOP campus, there
would be no way to control the cars
coming on campus and the students
would not have any place to park,"
said Calaway. "There would be no

A public safety member places a parking ticket on student car. Public su/i tyj
hired an officer to take care of traffic violations.
control whatsoever. It would be cha
otic."
Most students don't seem to
worry about immediately paying
parking tickets. Other students say
they just do not pay them at all.
Bialek said of the unpaid tickets,
"Anybody who does not pay will
eventually receive a DMV hold ( from
state motor vehicle officials). This
prevents the owner of the vehicle

from registering their car until
tickets are paid off."
Parking violators should also
ware: Public Safety now hasanoffi
working part time who focuses oi
on giving parking tickets.
Yet the tickets for parking in t
authorized areas are not the mostt
tributed tickets on campus. The m<
common cited violation: lack of pa
ing permits.

Forensic team making its mark nationally
DARREN M. ANTONOVICH

Pacifican staff writer
Blood. Dead bodies. Murder
weapons. Call in the forensics squad.
UOP has its own forensics squad,
but it doesn't deal with investigating
a crime scene or collecting evidence.
Instead, the nationally recognized
team concentrates on preparing its
oral interpretations, persuasive
speeches or formal debates for the
next tournament.
This hard work has shown im
pressive results over the past year. Last
fall, the formal debate team finished
second at the Air Force Academy In
vitational in Colorado Springs. Over
30 teams nationally competed at the
invitational tournament.
The forensics team's faculty ad
visor, Dr. Grant Cos, attributes the
team's success to its competitive na
ture.
"We clearly have a very competi
tive team. Our formal debate team
competes at the open level and that
is the hardest level of competition,"
he said.
Sophomore Krista Dunzweiler
says that she is attracted to the com
petitiveness that comes with partici

pating on the five member team.
"I would say that I am a competi
tive person. The competition appeals
to me," she said.

Ann-Marie Cook, member of
UOP's Forensic team
In preparation, team members
conduct individual research to famil
iarize themselves with topics that will
be the center of their competition.
This individual research is organized
at a weekly team meeting.
This preparation has lead the team
to several impressive victories. Most
notably, the team placed first for the
limited entry university division at the
Northern California Forensics Associa
tion (NCFA) tournament in Sacra

mento. This award is given to the
best over all team with eight or fewer
competitors.
Assistant coach Jennifer Mercieca
focuses her effort on helping students
who compete in individual events.
"I spend a lot of time helping stu
dents with their research. We look at
the research and then organize it in
a way that will boost their delivery. I
really try to work with students on
their delivery," she said.
Individual platform competitor,
Tai Bogen, placed respectfully at the
NCFA tournament in Sacramento.
Bogen walked away with the third
place spot for extemporaneous speak
ing in the open competition level.
Not only do students get the op
portunity to quench their thirst for
competition, they also gain valuable
experience in skills that potential
employers look for.
"Speech and debate competition
helps students to improve their com
munication skills. Both written and
spoken," said Cos. "It also helps
sharpen your thinking patterns. You
have to be nimble in your thinking
to participate at the levels we have
competed in."
Dunzweiler agrees that she is re-

Ann-Marie Cook and Scott Stroud

ceiving experience that she needs f<
her career plans.
"I am planning a career in law c
politics. Participating on the forens*
team is giving me great experience ii
public speaking," she said.
With experience and competitio
to offer, the forensics team is sti
looking for more students to partk
pate. One of Cos' goals is to get nic:
students involved with the forensF
team.
" This is an activity that is ope
to everybody. We encourage studt n
to try it out. The only problem is th.
students believe you need a Cux
given talent to be a part of the forer
sics team, and that is not so."
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C°ntinUeS over da" attendance

staff writer

you have ever been penalized
,ing a class or gone to a class
,!,o one else showed up, you've
|0n the front line of the battle
en students and faculty over
J3tory attendance.
Lbably one of the most com, heard complaints from both
j,ts and faculty regards atten
dees. While there is no unij'policy, many professors feel
need to implement one to en.students will come to class. On
Uerhand, students seem to feel
Lhether they attend class or not
L prerogative.
11 don't like teachers to require
dance. We are adults who pay
to school here," said junior
telle Gabriel. "We should want to
the classes we pay for rather
:be forced."
t" seems to be the key word
until i Indents arguing against atten;policies. In many high schools,
nts are able to write their own
sexcusing them from class once
turn 18. At UOP, most professhave a different policy,
for professor of communication
(GrantCos, attendance is required

nd only
only
and

a severe illness
illm>« or serious
Thp Sit,Ua"°n wi" be excused
the policy written on his svlla
bus states missing more than three
dasses without a documented excuse
will affect your participation grade
significantly. Documenting an excuse
requires a note from you? doctor or
another person who can certify that
you had no choice but to miss class
and all other classes on the day in
y
question..."

Cos, who has caught onto stu
dents commonly used "note from
the He«Th Center trick", won't accept
them. The nature of communication
requires an audience and for a class
such as Public Speaking, dealing with
me audience is a main focus," said
Cos.
The need for student involve
ment and discussion seems to be the
core argument for professors defend
ing their attendance policies.
Dr. Merrill Schleier of the art de
partment allows three unexcused ab
sences before a student's grade is low
ered. Schleier says the reason for her
policy is that her classes require par
ticipation and rely on student inter
action. She also feels that students
who miss class will do poorly on her
exams.
Senior Demetri Kouretas said, "I

[ggressive credit card
marketing can lead to debt
©NY EAGLE
kifican staff writer

fhe 17-year-old UOP student was
t than happy to pick up a free
ication for a credit card from one
I w vendor's tables inside the
jflrey Center. But, when the first
t card bill—estimated at
•reached her parents, they
the school to find out how
daughter received this card, and
toned the ethics of having credit
vendors at a university,
he issue has gone to the
affrey Center Advisory Board,
J1 is comprised of five students
'lve staff members. The board
a
^ed
that students were old
K
to determine if they wanted
,
dit card or not, and what is the
' use of that card is.
'do think that students should
/Tcareful," said Rick Morat, Di" of Student Activities and
affrey Center. But he said that
1( is not unusual for universil°w credit card vendors in, or
jme of the students to abuse their
'-card.
is easy to get a card when you

have no credit history, or have a good
credit history, but difficult when you
have a bad history," said Morat. The
interest rates on first cards are usu
ally about 19.8 percent, he said.
Morat declined to identify the
student, or give the exact amount of
the bill.
He said that credit card compa
nies aggressively market to under
graduates. The companies have ads
put in the bottom of bags at the book
store, send out mailings, and set up
booths.
The booths run about $30 a day,
but a deal can be worked out if the
business wants to stay longer.
"We will continue to allow credit
card vendors in the center unless stu
dents tell us otherwise," said Morat.
Students seemed to agree that
credit is the individual's responsibil
ity.
"My dad always says there are
only two things that you need a credit
card for: buying a house or medical
reasons," said junior Heather Schrock.
"In the immortal words of Kenny
Rogers, "You got to know when to
hold 'em, know when to fold '•—'
em "
said junior Nova Dague.

think the attendance policy here is
N ICU ous. It shouldn't even matter
as long as you know the material and
you are ready for an exam. Atten
dance means nothing."
Not all professors maintain such
rigid attendance policies. Professor of
religious studies Dr. Gilbert Schedler
said, I don't state one specifically, 1
just say that I run my classes as semi
nars and that 1 expect you to be there.
I know there will be times that you
can t attend class, but 1 expect you to
be there as much as possible because
there is discussion and involvement
and the issues are important."
Schedler says that only if the stu

policies

dent is absent an inordinate amount
will he penalize them and the pen
alty is to drop their grade by a half
grade. "If somebody has missed a lot
of classes but turns in a brilliant final
paper, to me that means a great deal
more," he said.
Senior Jenn Berman also feels it
is unnecessary to punish a student for
class absences. She said, "1 don't think
there should be any attendance
policy because it's really up to the stu
dent. We are adults and we should be
responsible for attending class. If we
mess up, then that is our own fault."

Pacifist inspires potential
Pacific peacemakers
DAVID OTTENFF.I.D
Pacifican staff writer
Renowned pacifist Colman
McCarthy expressed his feelings on
nonviolence and conflict resolutions
to the UOP forum in "How To Be An
Effective Peacemaker," a lecture held
at Long Theatre Monday night.
"All people are called upon to be
peacemakers, and it's the highest
calling of them all," said McCarthy
in his lecture.
His lecture added humor and
emotional messages of social con
sciousness. This gave the audience
ample ammunition to guide them
towards awareness of peacemaking
solutions to problems without the
use violence.
As an part-time professor at
Georgetown University Law Center
and the University of Maryland,
McCarthy has been pushing for
?eace education from elementary
school to college. He feels that by
reaching the youth of the country
early in life, the program can pre
vent the violent nature of man to
expose itself in the future.
"There's great literature out
there, but we don't teach it to any

one," said McCarthy.
McCarthy says "I try to be a so
lution oriented journalist." His stud
ies have followed the tracks of such
people as Martin Luther King and
Gandhi.
During the 24 minute film "New
Shoots for Peace," the lecture took
an emotional turn providing a mon
tage of visual images depicting deli
cate nature overridden by violence
and death. Showing the eyes of a
young soldier and then cutting to a
tombstone set the mood among the
squeamish.
"Pacific is the name of a univer
sity that should be a peacemaking
school," said McCarthy in his lob
bying for peace studies on campus.
Before his lecture, McCarthy
spoke to classes at UOP as well as The
Record of Stockton. During his visit
to Advanced Newswriting in WPC,
McCarthy sparred with one student
on "guns and nukes," closely resem
bling his many battles with right
wing conservative Pat Buchanan on
"Crossfire." Buchanan has accused
McCarthy in the past of practicing
"a doctrine of freeloading."
McCarthy offered a $ 100 to anySee Pacifist page 7

INTERNET!
Save time on research & homework.
See things not published anywhere else.
Communicate with the world.
28.8 modems. PPP access.
Direct Internet Dial-up Access!
Get EMAIL & the World Wide Web.

Call for UOP Student Special
(800) 446 - 7322 In Reach Internet, Stockton, CA
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Campus Crime Report

News in Brief
Man attacked on way
home from library
About four to five unidentified
men attacked a Phi Delta Theta
pledge March 25 at 8:15 in the
evening, according to Lt.Jerry Hous
ton of Public Safety.
The incident is still under inves
tigation so the name of the victim
and attackers have not been named.
The man was attacked at the north
end of Knoles Hall while he was
walking home from the library.
The attackers bruised the
victim's rib and attempted to scratch
his face with their fingernails. The
victim went to the health center first
and was then treated at St. Joseph's
Hospital, Houston said.

Partners in Education
accepting applications
This semester the Anderson Y
Center is sponsoring a new program
called the Partners in Education
(PIE) which is a mentoring program
that matches up college student vol
unteers, with academically border
line high school students.
PIE is designed to provide high
school students who have approxi
mately a "C" average with positive
role models. These role models who
are currently in college can provide
the extra push that encourages the
high school students to continue
their education and contribute to
society.
This semester the coordinators
of PIE hope to match up fifteen to
twenty mentees with mentors. Since
this is the first semester they are
starting out small, but they have
)lans to grow much larger in the
future. This semester mentees will be
chosen from Stagg High School
based on grades and application.

The mentors will be encouraged
to spend as much time as they can
with their mentees, but will be re
quired to meet with them for at least
three hours per week. Together they
will do things like homework, indi
vidual learning excercises, and rec
reational games. Field trips will also
be incorporated into the program.
Mentors should be dedicated to
this cause, concerned about their
mentee and willing to donate time
to the program. If you are interested,
you can pick up an application at the
Anderson Y Center or at the Student
Advising office.
Applications should be turned in
by Monday, March 6 so that the PIE
staff can get things started. If you
have any questions you can contact
Esteban Olivares at 946-2244.

A5UOP linked to World
Wide Web
The new web site is the UOP
student's "front row seat" to ASUOP.
Students can access information
about the programs and services of
fered by ASUOP. The web page has
information on the Annex, Tiger
Grocery, KPAC Radio, and Upbeat,
as well as a link to ASUOP's Human
Resources Department and Senate.
The Upbeat page features the six
different committees of the pro
gramming board and gives up-todate information on the latest activi
ties planned for students' enjoy
ment. You can even access the film
calendar to see what movie is play
ing. Some films are linked to their
respective home pages giving you
plot information.
The information is very broad
and tells you all you need to know
about ASUOP. If you want, you can
even catch up on the latest Senate
meeting and read the minutes by
clicking on the Senate link.

A look back in UOP history

From the archives of The Pacifican and its predecessors
1 Year ago (1995)
University of North Carolina pro
vost Donald DeRosa has been named as
the new UOP president... Tires on eight
cars were slashed with the damage esti
mate being nearly $2000... The pro
posed consensual relationship policy has
been once again delayed.
2 Years ago (1994)
New stop signs and slower speed
limits have been posted around UOP
with hopes of discouraging city traffic.
7 Years ago (1989)
Pacific students are complaining
that ARA, the new food service that has
been on campus less than a month, is
sending UOP food downhill. The ARA
director has promised that the quality
of dining hall food will improve.

11 Years ago (1985)
Campus crime is on the rise with
49 more bicycle thefts and 61 more vio
lent crimes than last year.
71 Years ago (1925)
Those who introduced the honor
system say its purpose is to build the
spirit of integrity and character within
the student body. Students appear to
be offended. They feel the university
has insulted tbem by implying they
might cheat,.
110 Years ago (1886)
Editorial: "The attention of the
Athletic Committee is called to the fact
that no canvassing for the Field Day
fund has been done among the mem
bers of the Preparatory Department."
edited by Jeanne Castleman

FEB.8-FEB 15, 1996
Prepared by Lt. Jerry Houston
AUTO BURGLARY
•Mormon Church Lot-Feb 16Unknown
•Lot #9 (School of Pharmacy)-Febl 7Jacket
•Stadium Drive-Feb 21-Passenger
side window smashed and stereo
taken
•Lot #3 (behind Sports Medicine)Feb 21-School bag, wallet, credit
cards, and two instruments
VANDALISM
Grace Covell-Feb 15-Painted
graffiti
MISCELLANEOUS
McCaffrey Center-Feb 15-Trespassing
Pershing Avenue-Feb 16-DUI arrest
Town houses-A section-Feb 16-

Redesign
continued from page 1
gested plans for the dining facilities
and residence halls.
Sasaki first visited UOP in late
August 1995 to look over the campus
and see what improvements were
needed. Sasaki is based in San Fran
cisco and Boston, and was chosen
through an interview process that
included four other potential consult
ants.
"We looked for which firm could
give us the most assistance," said Jim
Falcone, assistant dean of residential
life and housing.
"Sasaki has worked on the stu
dent union at Santa Barbara. They are
currently working on the* new
Monterey Bay campus and have
worked on over 200 other institu
tions," said Falcone.

Though several aspects of
the campus are being
considered for
reconstruction, UOP
officials said the residence
halls and dining facilities
are where the biggest
improvements will be
made.
Though several aspects of the
campus are being considered for re
construction, UOP officials said the
residence halls and dining facilities
are where the biggest improvements
will be made.
"Our main concern is bringing

Trespassing
•Grace Covell-Feb 16-Battt
•President's Room (men's roq
20-Attempted arson

e(
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DID YOU KNOW? ' f t
During this period of tinfl
lie Safety officers provided 91 1
M
of foot patrol and 6 hours]
patrol to the campus, prot idfl 4
corts, found 6 open window^
contacted 5 suspicious persor
vestigated 7 suspicious eh
stances, and cited 2 individud
open alcohol containers,
also assisted 9 stranded motd
If you have any inquires
any of the information provi
this report, you are encourag
contact Jerry L. Houston, ASK
Director of Public Safety at 946
or Extension 2537 from car
phones. You may also call ar
mously to report any suspicic
cumstances or persons.

our residence halls and dining
ties to the 20th century. Ouno|
tors offer better and we have t(
that into serious consideration,
Judy Chambers, vice president (
dent life.
Sasaki also has discussed re
ing Student Health and Publics
to a more centralized location
other idea is to close Brooksidel
where the UOP police, th< B
Center and Townhouses an la
to all but residents, or slow the
fic through the use of speed bi
or other traffic barriers.
The overall cost and timet
have not yet been determined b
adminstration. Two new struct
have already been approved and
struction will begin soon, (.rot
breaking has begun for the new fo
ing site for Alpha Kappa Lambda,
the Townhouses, and two new a
tions to the Spanos Center are
planned. Developer Alex Spanos
just provided the money for a
and conference facility adjacen
the Spanos Center.
There have also been discussi
about a new McCaffrey student, 2
ter to be built at a more central k*
tion such as near the foot bridge1
Falcone estimates that the
time UOP went through a charge
big was probably in the 1960s
The final presentation is expo
to be submitted to President 1VR
and the Board of Regents in May
next meeting to discuss the sect
phase will be held March 5 at 1
in the President's Room and i- *
to the public. Copies of the mas
plans and notes from previous me
ings are available on reserve n
library at the circulation desk.

Fe,
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Doc?

regnancy tests: If it turns

-tow*
-n'sS

NOW

ilue, it s probably true

0effective are home pregnancy tests?

GRIMES, M.D.
Jiouij
Provjd^j Ltll Health Center
ndov
Over-the
•per

,°Us c"(

ater home

!ividuj|j ftjnancy tests
'rs.
( fast and pri!moti
e means of esHishing preg-)uirej ^jncy. Today's
pr,
ducts can decou
i pregnancy as
1,
yas 6 days after conception or
at 946.; e day after a missed menstrual
md
call
Often early detection gives a
picigfl egnant female an advantage in
; decision-making process inIved in a pregnancy. It is imporit to avoid the use of alcohol,
[lobaccoand drugs, including most
ler-the-counter drugs, once conption is established. Early prenaJalcare can also be important to the
ent0fj wrall health of the mother and
'•erunborn child.
Pregnancy test results are based
the detection of a hormone, hu:an chorionic gonadotropin
ICG), which is produced after a

foifist
Julinued from page 5

in one class who could identify
netpr.istoric figures. All were obviously
me, but none succeeded in achiev[theprize. After being able to name
straight war heroes such as GenLee and Paul Revere, the class
led in identifying notable peace^erssuch asjeannette Rankin and
thy Day.
s for becoming a peacemaker,
'rthy gave advice on how to
You start to take care of some

[SAN FELIPE
GRILL
CALIFORNIA fresh TAQUERIA
,

, World's First Oyster Burrito
Ta«*

Jumbo Garlic Brawns
Rotisserie Chicken
F«sh

Squeezed Lemonade

DRIVE THRU ESPRESSO
Phone Orders 952-6261
1601 Pacific Ave.

("» bloc* south ot March Lace)
A™'ViSA-

rWcenSt Masterful J
HitSH • NAIURAt. • NO LARU

f

woman becomes pregnant. Popular
brands such as e.p.t. and First Re
sponse contain antibodies which
can detect minute traces of HCG.
A newer testing method, called
rapid assay delivery system, com
bines a biochemical process with the
antibodies in one pen-like instru
ment This method is marketed as
Glearblue Easy and can give results
in three minutes and inform the
user if the test is done incorrectly.
Most manufacturers claim 99%
accuracy in laboratory use. Inaccu
rate results may be due to improper
use, using a product past its expira
tion date, exposure of the test to the
sun, and certain cancers.
Once a positive pregnancy test
is established, a woman should see
her private physician or make an ap
pointment at the Health Center.
Often a confirmation test will be
done and followed by a discussion
of early pregnancy and decision
making options.
I he Health Center performs
pregnancy tests free of charge and
you are encouraged to use the facil
ity. Call 946-2315 for information.
body who's in pain, reach out, rein
force people in goodness, encourage
people to be better than they are, and
then you're on your way," said
McCarthy after the lecture.
McCarthy has been writing for
the Washington Post since 1968. His
syndicated column appears in more
than 50 newspapers across the coun
try. An environmental safeguard, he
commutes 50 miles a week to work
on his bicycle. The 1996 Pope John
XXIII Lectureship was sponsored hy
the Department of Philosophy.
McCarthy is committed to teaching
peace to as many people as he can.

Manny's

SS.

American culture strange
to Korean student
(written by anlntemational studU-s
student who asked not to be identified)
Although lectures, textbooks, and
term papers educated me, some of my
most rewarding and informative ex
periences occurred outside the class
rooms and libraries in the U.S.
As a Korean, I met Americans,
visited their homes, and learned
about their communities. Certainly,
there are differences between
theAmerican culture and my home
culture. Americans often say,"Drop by
my house sometime." This friendly
statement is not necessarily an invi
tation; they would probably he sur
prised if someone showed up at their
house after the statement was made.
An invitation includes a time,
date, and place. The guests have to
respond to invitations with either
"yes" or "no" because it is polite to
inform the host as early as possible.
Since the host and hostess want to
know exactly how much food they
have to prepare and space they need
for the guests, to accept an invitation
and not go is considered impolite,
and to decline an invitation and go
is inconsiderate.
In Korea, on the other hand,
people invite other people by talking
to them directly or by telephone, in
stead of sending invitation cards,
unless it is a formal function, such as
-a wedding or a political meeting.
Furthermore, when Koreans say,
"Come to my house any time," they
mean it.
Because Korea is highly
populated, it is harder to have privacy
there than in the United States. Per
haps, this is why Koreans visit other
people without notifying them.
Moreover, most Americans ap
pear to be friendly, but it is very diffi
cult for me to develop close relation
ships with them because they are re
luctant to jump into friendship. Per

&

California Jfiresh
• C ' • . /I • r J• * t

-Rotisserie Roasted Turkey Sandwich
-Fresh Fish Sandwiches
(Can BE Grilled)

-BLT
-Hand Cut Apple Smoked Bacon
-Breast Of Chicken Sandwich
and
"Stockton's Best"

Freshly Squeezed Lemonade
1612 Pacific./kenue

Pilone Orders

463-6415

III

Rainbow of Culture

"4/-

"The Real Thing"

Eagc 7

40

-

haps I have more Asian friends than
American friends because my Asian
friends and I have common values.
One of the things that Americans
did, which bothered me, was that
they made promises and broke them,
such as telling me, "I'll call you some
time," and then they never called me.
In the United States, it is proper
to shake hands with both men
and women to whom you are in
troduced.- Some Americans greeteach
other with a hug and/or a kiss if they
are well acquainted.
In Korea, it is proper to bow your
head to the people to whom you are
introduced and even to the acquain
tances who are older than you be
cause Koreans believe that this shows
your respect to them.
Of course, there is an exception
to this; for example, you can bow
your head and shake hands simulta
neously if you are receiving an award.
In Korean soap operas, I watched
young couples hugging, but I rarely
saw Koreans doing this in public.
When f came to the United States
from Korea, I was shocked to see a lot
of kissing in soap operas and in pub
lic.
As a girl, what - liked about the
United States was that in most fami
lies, men, women and children share
household duties.
Since many married women work
outside the home, they rarely employ
housekeepers. In addition, guests
may help the host and the hostess to
clean up after the party.
In Korea, the hostess prepares the
food and washes the dishes hy her
self unless she can afford to hire a
servant, while the host entertains the
guests. The guests do not have to ask
their host's permission before smok
ing because the guests have the right
to smoke in Korea.
In the United States, however, it
is polite toask your host's permission
before smoking. If your host says
"no," then you may excuse yourself
for a few minutes to go outside to
smoke in order to be considerate to
your host. Certainly, I like having the
guests asking their host's permission
before smoking because this is a com
promise between the host and his
guests. In other words, it is fair to
both sides.
By living in the United States, I
discovered new ideas and different
ways of doing ordinary things. Also,
I expanded my knowledge of a dif
ferent culture. Learning about Ameri
can culture allowed me to find both
positive and negative things about
this culture as well as Korean culture.
As a result, I became a cosmopolitan girl.

If
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complete nail care
890!) Thornton Road # 10
Stockton, CA 95209
209-9.>1-3562

$18.00
Only
Only
Full Set
$12.00
$20.00
Acrylic
For
For
Nails
Acrylic
Pedicure
$25.00
Fills
and
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Money. Majors, and More!

Co-op/Internship Office

BURTON JAY NADLER
Director UOP Career Services

Internships are keys
confidence, jobs

The envelope, please
To honor
the recently re
leased Oscar
nominations,
today's ques
tion was sealed
in a very hard
to open en
velop. Imagine
background
music, an entire theater filled with
over-anxious people, and the dra
matic words, "The envelope please."
After some fumbling (why do they do
that?) I open it and read,

"What can Career Services
do for me?"
After the "oohs" and "aahs" have
subsided, 1 give my response. Career
Services has something for everyone.
While many efforts focus on
soon-to-be graduates, with On-Campus Recruiting very visible this time
of year, we have much to offer all stu
dents and alumni. Simply, think of
the acronym ARM, and phrase "ARM
yourself for success," to remember the
nature of our diverse offerings.
The A is for Assessment. Career
exploration often begins with self
exploration. Increasing awareness of
personal characteristics, interests,
skills, and values is a critical first step
to setting realistic job search, career,
and academic goals. Meaningful and
guided self assessment is achieved
through our Career Focus Program.
This simple, yet extremely valu
able series of three counseling ses
sions is available to all, and we wel
come students who have just arrived
on campus as warmly as we do those
who have been here four (or more)
years. Goal setting is an important
skill we teach and nurture (we don't
do it for you), so you don't have to
know what you want to do to visit
our office. Visit the second floor of
McConchie Hall (next to Manor Hall
at 235 West Stadium), or call 9462361, to schedule your first Career
Focus session.
The R is for Research. Research (a
little reading, a little thinking, and a
lot of verbal exchange) is the key to
goal setting and, ultimately, job
search success. Our Resource Library
has numerous career related publica
tions with field and job descriptions,
and listings of potential employers.
We have a large collection of recruit
ing literature, grad school and internT

a.*'- «Mi»#

ship inforriiation. If we don't have it,
we'll refer you to the main library to
ask a reference librarian for assistance.
Reading can be supplemented by
arranging conversations with recent
alumni or parents listed in our Ca
reer Advisory Networks and Alumni
Directory. Counselors are prepared to
guide you through effective research
or to answer any simple questions
you might have.
The M is for Marketing or fre
quently, Majoring. Marketing oneself
to an employer in assertive and goaldirected ways is how you find fulltime, part-time, summer jobs or in
ternship experiences. We help you
develop skills to be a successful mar
keter. On-campus recruiting and job
postings are convenient ways to mar
ket yourself to employers. Recruiting
sign ups will begin soon! Andersen
Consulting's on- campus interviews
will be on Tuesday, March 5.
All majors are encouraged to re
search opportunities, and submit re
sumes for pre-screened schedules.
Listings of other recruiters will be
available soon. Assessment and re
search often reveal areas worthy of
continued study (grad school) or
clarify potential undergraduate ma
jors. Whatever the outcome, assess
ment and research are critical first
steps. Marketing or majoring follows.
Whether you are an undergrad or
a soon-to-be-grad, exploring major
choices or beginning post graduation
job search, we are here to help. We at
Career Services look forward to see
ing you soon and I look forward to
continuing our weekly exchanges.
Until next week remember, arm your
self by taking a few steps to the sec
ond floor of McConchie Hall.
'Model open daily
'Unique 1, 2, 8 3
bedrooms
•Park - like setting
•Fireplaces
*Pool/Spa

APARTMENTS
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1/2 off first month rent for 1 &
2-bedroom/l bath apartment
Best Value! Best Location!!
Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710

Student Dental Plan!
only $CrT00
/

per year

Save 30 - 60%

on your dental needs
For information call

1-800 - 655 - 3225
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EDIE FERNANDEZ
Graduate Assistant
Are you
concerned
about having
neither the ex
perience nor
the
confi
dence
you
need to get a
job in the
"real world" once you graduate? If
you're searching for a way to almost
guarantee job placement, an intern
ship is the way to go.
Professor Ray Sylvester, associ
ate dean of the School of Business
and Public Administration, and
Computer Science Professor Doug
Smith, are two professors who
strongly advocate internships.
One of the greatest things about
the internship experience, said
Sylvester, is that students come back
with the knowledge that what they
are learning in the classroom is rel
evant and they are able to cope in a
job setting.

"For a lot of students it 's!
gest boost of self-confidn
they can have," he said.
Smith agrees that the j
dominant benefits that int
give students are experiet
confidence. This really prep
dents for the job market. I
Smith strongly recor
that all his students get
experience. A long time su
of the Co-op/lnternship ~
Smith saw the benefits at
his sons' lives after they had [
pated in co-ops.
Both professors said tli
students come back from the i
ship experience feeling
about what they're learnil
classes.
Internships reinforce th
that students are not learninj
vacuum, and that the knov
gained in the classroom i|ui
said Sylvester.
For more information re
internships, contact Jody Smij
the CO-OP/Internship Progra
946-2273.

"My wife, Kathy, died real suddenly Irom a brain aneurysm.
She was 29 years old. There was no warning. We had nut
discussed organ and tissue donation. I wish we had tallu I
about it because I didn't know il
I was doing what she wanted. I
thought we were young and had
Share your life. Shareyourdecisio i.
a lot of years in front of us. But
we didn 't. For your free brochure
about organ and tissue donation,
Coalition on Ponatii t
call 1-800-355-SHARE.

Organ &hssue

STB (SIMPty THE BE:
JoinSTB

Friday,
March the 1st

I

9pm-lam
Right here at..
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Open every day ar 10am
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School St., Lodi • 209-333-9794,
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UOP Advice Column

Ask Pebbles
and Barn-Bam
Dear Pebbles anil Bam-Bam,
I have a girlfriend who I am very
happy with, but the other night I
cheated on her with another girl. I
know it will never happen again but
I can't decide if I should tell her
about it or if I should hide the truth.
—Regretful...

Dear Regretful,
first of all, to answer your ques
tion—yes, you should tell your girl
friend. In case you haven't noticed,
this is a very small school and no
matter how discreet you are, people
are bound to find out about your
business. You can't even ditch class
here without everybody knowing
about it. If your girlfriend finds out
from you, she will take it a lot better
than if she hears it in the hallway or
at the dining hall. Think about how
you would feel if the situation were
to be reversed. We aren't saying that
your girlfriend will be happy to hear
about it, but we do think it might go
better if she isn't already pissed off
when the conversation begins. We
would also advise you to think about
what you want from your relation
ship. If you find it hard to be faith
ful, maybe you should think about
being single.
Dear Pebbles and Bam-Bam,
I came to college expecting a re
ally great experience, hut so far I feel
like I don't really fit in here. It seems
like everyone is so materialistic and
nobody is serious about anything hut
partying.
—Secluded Student

Sign up for AIXT T r u e R e a c h Savings" and save 25%

no matter who, how, when or where

Dear Secluded,
We can see how it might seem like
the entire population of the school
is preoccupied with shopping,
Melrose Place, and getting obliter
ated, but that isn't quite true. What
you need to realize is that these ac
tivities stand out so that you notice
them more. In reality, most people at
UOP do have other interests that they
are serious about. You just have to get
out there and meet people with in
terests similar to your own. There are
many clubs and organizations on
campus that you can get involved
with. Just make a trip to the ASUOP
office or the Student Activities office
in the McCaffrey Center to find out
about them. We hope that you find
something to help you enjoy your
self in college because it can be a
wonderful experience.
—Pebbles and Bam-Bam

you call in the U.S.

Life c;in be complicated A1XT True Reach Savings"1 is simple. Save 2S°o on every kind of call on
your A'INT phone bill-direct dial, calling card, directory assistance, local toll, cellular, fax and modem
when yon spend just S25 a month* No other plan gives you all these different ways to stive!"
Just call 1 800 TRUE-ATT to sign up. Save on every call. That 's Your True Choice.

AT&T

Your True Choice
^,
'Reletsto longtltsUiKi i.TLN biHetl to MX! IIORK «W MXI (.tilingCml.monnis DrxuMintsoil MXI KINK tales (ethMin.Ailiistons.ippK
J 'lol It.billing .t\.nl.tl»tluv ()llet .i\.nl.il»k lo HAKICIIII.II MXI uislomeis Minimum spending i«-<ftiiiei>M-nt is jvt tiAklenli.il line **< ompareil Initiator long distance c.ntieis
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Do you haw a question for Pebbles and flam flam?
Send it to The Pacican, third floor, Hand llall.
campus mall or e-mail us
(«' PACIFICAM&VMSI.CC.U0P.EDU
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Carrie Gulbranv.
Opinion Editor
946-2115

Letters to the Editor

Baseball team describes student athlete role
Dear Editor:

u

li

i

We were not surprised to see the
harsh and critical response to Justin
Kern's frustrations with an unsympa
thetic professor. (Pacifican, Feb 15
and 22) It furthers our view that fel
low students do not fully grasp the
implications of being a student-ath
lete.
Justin is a member of the Pacific
Baseball team. This requires a serious
commitment of time, perhaps greater
than any other sport. Collegiate base
ball schedules dictate teams play up
wards of 60 games during a regular
season. That averages to approxi
mately four games per week (as op
posed to only one or two in other
sports). Further, hours of practice and
mandatory weightlifting must be at
tended.
To balance classroom duties along
with baseball demands a bit of accom
modation from professors of this uni
versity. This does not call for "prefer
ential treatment." A legitimate under
standing between the student-athlete
and the professor is needed. In this
case, Dr. Lau was unwilling to arrive
at such an understanding.
Those who responded negatively
towards Justin's view seem to think
he is missing class on a whim. While
other students miss class for various
reasons, Justin is absent due to obli
gations to UOP. He is an ambassador
of the university. Justin is represent

ing Pacific in the realm of athletics.
Do not belittle the concept of inter
collegiate athletics by accusing him
of "pushing professors around" and
"looking for pity."
Justin Kern is not the proverbial
dumb jock attempting to take short
cuts in the classroom. Nothing could
be further from the truth. The fact is
that he is a Big West Conference
Scholar Athlete, with a cumulative
G.P.A. of 3.4. In addition to that, the
baseball team maintains a 2.89 G.P.A.
That is higher than the average male
student at UOP, as well as the high
est among male athletic teams.
In order to achieve this type of
academic success, a player must rely
on hard work, not "special deals" or
the charity of professors. One must
find time to study on airplanes, vans
and in hotel rooms. It is difficult to
focus on notebooks and textbooks
while traveling, but the UOP Baseball
team gets the job done. Most all ath
letes here at Pacific excel in the class
room.
Average students (non-athletes)
seem to lose sight of the hardships
we regularly encounter. You mock
what you don't understand. Justin
Kern is a true student-athlete. Give
him the respect and recognition he
deserves.

Sincerely,
Pacific Baseball

Question of t h e Week

If you had one fantasy date; who
would it be with and why?

'Bob Marley. I would go do
anything he wanted."
Lorin Wilson, Freshman

"Princess Leia. We'd go
the Death Star, baby.'
Chase Haag, Junior

"Andre Agassi. I would let
him swing me across
the court."
Marci Conroy, Junior

"Definitely Demi Moore,
have her do a striptease
and lap dance."
Leon Cerna, Senior

Thanks to all who participated in UNLV game
Dear Editor:

HI

I would like to thank the students
for their participation and attendance
at the UOP—UNLV game, which was
telecast nationally on ESPN. From the
intramural basketball contests prior
to the game to the decisive win by
our Tigers, Pacific really shone on
national TV.
Many people were responsible for
this success, and I'd like to thank
them for their extra time and effort:
To Scott Harding, Greek Council rep
resentative, for organizing and ad
ministering the pregame intramural
contests; to Student Activities Direc
tor Rick Morat and ASUOP President
Christie Dickey for their support and
coordination of student involvement
in this event; to RHA and members
of the campus living groups, which

making the evening full of fun. Also
to Eli Souza, Randy Deems, and our
fabulous Pacific Pep Band for one
again putting on an excellent show
for everyone and getting into the to
tal spirit of the evening (who was that
basketball head?). Also to our
cheerleading squad for their spirited
stunts and enthusiasm; to our great
graduate students and interns in Mar
keting and Sports Administration
who kept all game events and promo
tional activities coordinated; to mem
bers of our women's Softball team
who provided the orange balloons
and lots of spirit; and to our Basket
ball Office and community support
ers who sponsored the cash prizes for
the student spirit contests.
I need to also recognize the hard
working staff at the Athletic Depart-

See Thanks for spirit page 12

'Tom Cruise. We'd go to Club
Med and make cocktails."
Arizo Husainzada,
Sophomore

"I would go with the
Hawaiian Tropic girls on B
tour across America.Id i
never leave the bus.

Opinion
Letters to the Editor continued

mdent complaints about football program
„ rj;»nr
Editor:

r»_

writing in response to Clint
er's guest column in the Feb. 15
ion of the Pacifican. I found his
cements to be immature and selfnot to mention obviously writ, m anger and with very little
am

nought.

lam not a football hater, nor am
l^d that the entire program was
! but this has been a long time
ling. This problem has been here
?before 1 was a freshman, and the
on was only shocking to me in
he Regents did anything at all
„ ;bis issue.
I simply cannot believe that you
- n that the student's had no say
...is matter. Were you asleep, or
thaps at the dining hall, these past
years during student protest and
'OP inquiries?
I do not in any way claim that
e Regents are anywhere near as
en with our campus community as
'v should be, but the students have
n heard on this issue. There's an
saying, be careful what you wish

1

for...Perhaps your pens were all bro
ken before this decision
Mr Carter oc
, n was made,
Mr. carter, as you claim your oninion was never heard. What stopped
WKiting a letter °f support
Jn
or the football team before the de
mise of the program.

abom1!!!6"^ h3Ve been comPlaming
about the amount of money football
fs^the^R01^3 VCry l0n8 dme The fact
is, the Regents did not have to fina
mere $400,000" to support the footP008oam' Sher'they had to find
$400
$400,000
in addition to the million
plus already budgeted. That's not
even counting the full and partial
scholarships of many players The
football team did not lose their schol
arships with the end of the program
nnl^i' c° th°Se who chose to teave
UOP left of their own free will, and
that is a clear indication that the qual
ity of their education was not a top
consideration fo those "athlete-schol
ars." Are they in college to play foot
ball for one more year, or are they
here to get a quality degree?
When the students began com
plaining that the program needed to

Top Ten List

ore nothing new

Things the Alpha
Chi Omega house
I can be turned
into next fall

!osppitbaCfk' 1 dOUbt any°ne wished
o see it cut completely. However, let's
look at this logically. If we simply cut
back funding for such a program, in
cluding money for scholarship play
ers, what kind of a program are we
? Additiona Hy- what
kind?,/0!
fund of players are we going to be able
to recruit?

I believe that this university is a
greatplace, with a few problems, but
still basically sound. 1 applaud Presient DeRosa and the Regents for try
ing to move the university in a posi
tive direction for education. We have
a lot of really good things going for
us here at UOP, and I'll be proud to
p ace my University of the Pacific
Alumni sticker on my car at gradua
tion. On a final note, I'd like to say
that, if your only ties of loyalty and
pride for this university were severed
with the demise of the football pro
gram, you were attending the wrong
institution in the first place.

10. A casino so
students can
make some
serious cash
9. A male strip
joint
8. A coffee shop
with real coffee

Sincerely,
Wendy Bergeron

7. A rehab unit
for quitters

'iter needs to step back, take another look at football situation

If yr Editor:

I

the football team were not sufficient
^ writing in response to the
to preserve the program, it is highly
JU Tft
^er wrote to President
unlikely that the presence of the
e
ea
ding
Mr
Carter
s
as
whole
football team would have had
^nt nf m n
'
e8ents' decision to
w ontin
any impact on the Regents' final de
sinitian
football program,
cision anyway...
Sympathetic
i Ofdiw
to his feel...Mr. Carter expressed concern
about the funding issue and the
ID nolon^ I 3n bls teammates
university's support for athletics. This
is where I think he seems to forget
f ' ° par,icipatt
toivever ifu , bey love very much.
the fact that the primary goal here at
5 lake a stenh
behoove Mr- Carter
UOP is to educate students, not to
** through ? and look at this
make sure they know how to throw a
Mr. caS 3 ss"biased mind set.
football.
He makes the statement that his
a"he Board oSf th<? argument
hardly m[n f ReSents acted in a
name should be taken off the list of
alumni donors. This "threat" be
°pthe football n by choosinS to
8,(5 were au
P/08ram when stuspeaks nothing short of selfishness
^the stat,fy ?°m camPus. He
and ungratefulness. Despite the loss
tbe fo°tbalI team
a hot t
of football, Mr. Carter has enjoyed a
3 long
quality education here at UOP by vir
^fore the
e
decision
tue of donors. I would urge Mr. Carter
^ ' 'tis not as th
was
ough the issue of
°n 'A cam
to reconsider his brash statement be
cause if we don't support our alma
* feting annlu suddenly at this
ch°ice on n
Regents made
mater, we have no right to expect
anyone to do it for us.
J' This iss"tbe spur of the mo"
en discussed
Pages 0f [ h as
Mr. Carter sounded very ungrate
ican'in c,ass"
ful to the University, which has sup
' a°d even ef
5e ®°ard 0f d! °ther Satherings
ported the football team through who
knows how many losing seasons be
ke°PPortunif^entS' Phere were
e f°°tbali rn'eS f°r proP°nents
D
fore calling it quits. First, he under
di
to make their
cuts the validity of his position by
i
tionanv
patr°
1
eloquence of
criticizing the school for its inability
ns hpl i i
ers°ftheR
to raise "a mere $400,000." Just us
iex Spanos and
? ii'.q
°ard Who supported
ing the word "mere" in the same sen

It

ttrtm,entanda^-

E^mXchth

IVr f

6. Static Attic II
tence with $400,000 demonstrates
how out-of-touch Mr. Carter is with
the situation! That is a tremendous
amount of money, particularly when
you consider the fact that there are
large numbers of academic programs
clamoring for funding as well.
Perhaps before rushing to com
plain and point an accusing finger at
the University for its so-called failure
to support football, Mr. Carter should
look at how fortunate the team has
been over the past several years! There
are clubs and organizations on cam
pus with far greater success rates than
our football team has demonstrated.
I should clarify that this letter is
not directed at all football players or
all athletes in general. This response
is directed solely at Mr. Carter's cor
respondence. His argument demon
strated a lack of logic and a severe
deficiency of basic grammatical skills.
Whether you oppose the Regents'
decision or not is not the issue; the
point is that the arguments backing
up that position should be made with
more tact and consideration than
that displayed by Mr. Carter.

Sincerely,
Derek McKenzie
UOP Alumni
** \ Vf

• 3- •

'•t-

I

5. A house for
escaped convicts
from Stockton to
live in
4. Late night
tattoo parlor
3. A fraternity in
Fraternity Circle?

2. A detox unit
1. A psychiatric
ward for football
players
Compiled by:
Carrie Guibransen
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Guest column

Guest column

Students of UOP: Is your
future in jeopardy?
BILL DENNY
Guest columnist
On the front page of last week's
newspaper, the Pacifican labeled the
discontinuation of football as the is
sue that just won't die. I feel obligated
to inform my peers as to why we can't
just let it die. It is imperative for ev
eryone to understand that this issue
runs much deeper than just football.
After some investigation, I feel I
am finally starting to understand why
football was dropped. And now you,
as a student who pays thousands of
dollars every year to attend this uni
versity, needs someone to tell you
what is happening. I feel this is some
thing President DeRosa should be tell
ing you. But, since he isn't, I will try
to do my best. You should take ev
erything you read in this article to be
factual. And if it isn't, hopefully, Presi
dent DeRosa will finally address the
community and let us know what is
actually taking place.
Seventy seven years of football
were not dropped because of finances.
The head football coach and the ath
letic director could have easily raised
enough money to keep it here at UOP.
President DeRosa and the Board of
Regents rejected these proposals.
President DeRosa could not have
football here at UOP and carry out
his master plan of which he has failed
to inform us. If you remember when
President DeRosa was first hired, one
of the most pertinent issues he felt
he had to address was why a school
as small as UOP had some 125 differ
ent majors. These numerous major
programs stretch across a lot of dif
ferent departments on campus and
are very costly for the university to
maintain.
In order to cut costs, many of
these departments and majors need
to be dropped. But, President DeRosa
couldn't cut these programs because
the faculty in these departments
rightly protested. They thought it
would be unjust for their program to
be dropped as long as we had another .
cost consuming program, Division 1A
football, in the spotlight. President
DeRosa's obvious political move was
to get rid of football and then these

costly departments would have no
defense. It is not a coincidence that
right after football was dropped Presi
dent DeRosa hired a new provost with
a reputation of slicing and dicing uni
versity departments in order to make
them more cost efficient. Football,
then, became the scapegoat for Presi
dent DeRosa's new plan for the uni
versity.
This is the process your univer
sity is going through right now.
Thank God I am a senior. What year
are you? What school, department,
and major are you? Are you going to
be forced to change majors? These are
questions that you should take into
serious consideration. You have put
for too much money into this uni
versity for President DeRosa to play
with your future the way he did with
us football players. Didn't we all come
to UOP because it offered us a very
unique educational experience?
People have been attending this uni
versity for decades for the very same
reason. And now President DeRosa, a
man who has been here for less than
a year, is going to stand behind his
provost and eliminate this unique
ness that has lasted for decades the
very same way he allowed 77 years
of football to be killed. This is indeed
what President DeRosa plans to do to
this university without a warning,
just like he did to football. Surely,
everyone and every department, in
cluding athletic department, will be
affected in some way.
What is even worse is that you
probably had no idea that this was
going to happen; but it is all starting
to make sense now. Remember back
when President DeRosa was be
ing hired and what he felt were the
crucial areas he needed to address. Do
your own investigating and don't
take anything, like us football play
ers did, for granted. IF you do, it will
be a hollowing experience, believe
me. And remember President DeRosa
is a politician making political
choices in an environment where you
don't get to vote. I believe everything
I said here to be factual. Ffopefully,
President DeRosa will read this and
guarantee you that this is not true,
but don't count on it.

Republicans for choice
ROBYNE SHIRLEY
Guest columnist
As you may know, the abortion
issue has become a very divisive
debate between the Democratic and
Republican parties. However, it has
also caused considerable debate
among the Republican party itself.
Though the Republican plat
form at this time supports a pro-life
stance, there are many Republicans
that believe that abortion is an is
sue that does not belong in the party
platform.
Senator Olympia Snowe (ME)
stated: "Freedom of choice does not
belong in politics. It is an issue that
does not belong in our party's plat
form—especially a party that has
long advocated personal freedom
and a smaller government role in
people's lives. It is a sacred, Consti
tutionally protected right that be
longs to all women. 1 and others will
continue our fight to protect that
right, both in Washington and
down the road to the 1996 San Di
ego GOP Convention" (Reprinted
from Planned Parenthood's 'Repub
licans for Choice').
Members such as these believe
that it is imperative for the Repub
lican Party to respect and accommo
date the diversity of personal beliefs
surrounding abortion, and to re
spect each individual's right to make
private, moral decisions.
On March 5, Pro-choice Repub
licans will be voicing their concerns
at the California State Capitol. This
day sponsored by the Planned Par
enthood Affiliates of California will
be an official "Republicans for

C

txnr -n* '."Gt>» a tafcsfr,
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cuss the choice issue and pt!

family planning bills.
'he day will include am
n CPCQir»n +VI14- -ii . "Mfc
!!°" !ej?0n„that wil1 discuss •
sues and appropriate
for the day, a legislative^
sion, meetings with statelead!
voters' respective districts and.
portunity to view Assembly E
Committee Meetings, in add,
there will be a debriefingsessior
FREE lunch for those interested
opportunities to meet others
concerned with this issue.
Due to the effect that antki
legislation could have on ours
luture generations, I believetha
imperative that we as students
our concerns with this issue. We
not afford to simply leave this
sion to older voters, but must i
past the documented voterapa:
our age group to make ours
heard. It is not a moral questior
a question of rights. Andthoug
may not believe in abortion as
sonal choice, many would argn
it still should be the constitu
right of individuals to exercis
dom of reproductive choice wi
fear of government intrusion.
On March 5 I encourage «
publican voters that believi
abortion is not a partisan pc
issue to share these views wilt
representatives. If you are inte
in attending the Republicai
Choice Lobbying Day or wou
more information, P'ease Cl
Planned Parenthood at (20"
9220. ext. 101.

Thanks for spirit
continued from page 10

ment, who came through once again
with a quality event during a busy
and challenging period of time for all
of us. Most importantly, this campus
community needs to acknowledge
and appreciate the dedication and
commitment of our Men's basketball
team: the student-athletes who
played this game with heart, finesse,
and class, and our coach/teachers,
who understand that the path to
competitive success lies within the

The Pacifican is the official student newspaper of University
of the Pacific. The Pacifican is
students every Thursday, except during vacations and ~ *
edited and produced by
It is a
All students receive one free copy of each issue.
costs one dollar,
I
The Pacifican welcomes e-mail and letters to the eui
|
number for verification purposes, as well as the year of
's name and phone
fob title and relation to the university. Letters should be
Ityped and should not exceed 250 words
The Pacifican reserves the right to
«u >uu
Thursday's issue is the prior Monday, letters can
mailed to Pacifican#vms1.cc.uop.edu.
Nothing on the Opinion pages necessarily represents a posi
columns and graphics represent onty the views of their authors
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Choice Lobbying Day wh
'•can voters will have the J1
to meet with their state

Former

personal growth of each in iv
a philosophy which is the u
ing foundation of the e u
mission of this University
The listed members ot
pus community all contri
great student experience, F
public image, and spin a
Pacific because of their invoj
and support of this gam •
need the ESPN camJrahatjSi
make this happen—a" .,^
is a concerted campus
dents, faculty, and admi1
support and enjoy the i
women's athletic teams w f
at Pacific. You can re 'V
excitement of the ESPN ™
ery one of our athlet'pdient is
most important mgr
pp
active participation an
Sincerely,
Cindy Spiro

Of Assistant

Athletic*®1^

^
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and Dance review

is a bundle of joy

Nova Dague stars as pregnant college
student Lizzie.

eludes' withtlt&ibirtlf sft Lizzie's bub)g

Matt Kimmich stars as Mr. McNally.

Manny Darden stars as Mr.^akariajis
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CD review

Home Alive: The Art of Self Defense'
On Lock
Sam: Not
your average
Chinese
cuisine
TONY HIGHTOWER
Pacifican guest writer

I give the set 5 stars. It sounds
gaudy, but I guarantee it will change your
mind. See insert page p.23

CHRISTINA FLOWERS
Pacifican staff writer
If you ask me, the best thing
about Chinese food is fortune cook
ies. There is something exciting about
breaking open a cookie, finding a
little strip of paper, and reading a
piece of wisdom or advice.
Well, let me offer you some ad
vice: whether its fortune cookies, ex
cellent food, or prompt and polite
service that you look for in a restau
rant, you'll find it all at On Lock Sam.
On Lock Sam seems to have built
itself a wonderful reputation with the
Stockton community and surround
ing area residents. This reputation of
quality could account for the fact that
the restaurant has been in business
since 1898, serving traditional Chi
nese cuisine.
On Lock Sam is not your typical
small family owned restaurant or ca
sual dine-in or take-out.
The atmosphere is not casual, ap
propriate dress falls between nice
school and church clothes. And you
will need reservations just to be safe,
especially on the weekends.
The restaurant was extremely,
crowded, it was a weekend evening,
which led me to conclude that this is
a very popular place.
After I tasted the food, I knew
why. I can now say that I am yet an
other happy diner with only positive
things to say about On Lock Sam.
The food was delicious. The On
Lock Sam chow mein was full of fresh
vegetables, chicken, pork and shrimp.
The lemon chicken was seasoned
in tangy lemon sweet and sour sauce,
and was the best I have ever eaten.
The chicken fried rice was served
steaming hot, full of spices and diced
chicken breast.
The portions were filling. In fact,
we had leftovers, and the prices are
reasonable especially for food of this
quality.
The only difficult thing about On
Lock Sam is deciding what to order.
They offer an impressive menu selec
tion over five pages long. This could
pose a problem for indecisive people,
but my guess is that regardless of your
final decision, you will enjoy an ex
cellent Chinese meal and add your-fr*

r>

Earlier this year, I had the plea
sure of seeing Pearl Jam live in San
Jose. Midway through their set, they
played a song called "Leaving Here,"
which Eddie Vedder said would be on
a forthcoming compilation album.
1 had no doubt that I would buy
that CD, no matter what was in
cluded. Little did I know that "Home
Alive" (the CD in question) would be
one of the best all-around music al
bums I've ever heard.
I knew that Home Alive would be
different from anything I'd ever lis
tened to. The double CD set has 45
tracks, including new material from
Soundgarden, The Presidents of the
United States of America, Pearl Jam,
and a rare live Nirvana track.
Lesser known alternative acts,
such as The Fastbacks, Green Apple
Quick Step, Tribe 8, and Shark Chum
provide the body of the CD. What
gives the CD its raw power are the
spoken word pieces.
These stories of abuse, rape, and
murder reveal what Home Alive is
really all about.
The rape and murder of Seattle
artist Mia Zapata, lead singer of the
Gits, inspired several of her friends
to establish the Home Alive founda-

Home Alive is a collection of preformance and visual artist joining topkc
fight all forms of violence, racism and oppression.
tion, a non-profit organization which
provides self defense training and
education for women.
The purpose of this CD was not

only to gain national exposure:
Home Alive, but to make peo;
aware that violence, in any shape

See Home Alive pof

Movie review

Oscars make 'Sense and Sensibility'
JUSTIN GINGERY
Pacifican staff writer
A few years back, Jane Austen
wrote a novel that has been adapted
for the screen by the multi-talented
Emma Thompson.
The film, "Sense and Sensibility,"
has been on the screen for some time
now, but I thought that I would check
it out to see why the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences was
so attracted to it.
After nearly two and a half hours,
I understood the Academy's approval.
3 his film is brilliant in direction, cap
tivates with its cinematography and
amazes with individual perfor
mances.
The entire film is a visual feast if
you like the landscapes of England.
Whether you like the time period
or not, the costumes were historically
accurate and the sideburns are sharp.

To top it off, some of the most
majestic horses ever castett were used

throughout the film.
Alan Rickman confirms his ver
satility as an actor in this film. Known
as a villain, Rickman played Hans
Gruber in "Die Hard" and the ruth
less Sheriff of Nottingham in Kevin
Costner's "Robin Hood: Prince of
Thieves."
Seen only as an evil entity on the
screen, it was amazing to watch
Rickman convincingly play the char
acter in the film that gives face to the
male gender.
The other male characters are all
selfish, lying maggots at some point.
Rickman delivers, conquers and saves
this film from a male bashing label.
It was surprising that Oscar wasn't
knocking on Rickman's door.
It was not surprising to find the
Academy nominating Emma Thomp
son. To give a fair description of her
performance with words is impos
sible. Thompson is brilliant and her
expertise in capturing every sense of

the character is made-evident in this

film.
With all of these great thmg- ing for the film, only one t 1 8
missing. The story was thin^ .
rewarding for the audience
taxes the viewer with the r
traumas involved in relation
between men and women
intic st'
This is fine in any roma
just as long as there is a
i
,happiness.
.
"Cpnsean"
c
solute
5ens
bility" is about two homs ^ •
minutes of torture and i
of reward.
ward.
»c r)0Vt?I have not read Au:e.n30
I cannot make a fair Jwtf
the credits scrolled, 1 c
^*
but think that the p1. ttief
"Sense and Sensibility
"Sense
•cuot and
unu Sensibility
— efliw
The ending was no» ,rflv
satisfy my need for
$$$'
mend this film for any r^aveto^
or gal. You don't even
romantic, just durable-
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fickle Chan holds on to a runway hovercraft in New Line Cinema'<
s action film 'Rumble in the Bronx'.

Movie review

jackie Chan breaks a leg in 'Rumble in the Bronx

NITHa x t a t t

NATHANAEL REVEAL
RVAN SCHNEIDER
Pacifkan staff writers

work and in "Rumble in the Bronx"
takes of the stunts which went pain
he proves that he is worthy. Within
fully wrong. The credit sequences
the first ten minutes of the film, we
make us appreciate just how much
see just how good he really is. Forrest
R: I know what you're thinking:
time and planning went into the
Gump eat your computer-generated
m not seeing any martial arts movie!
stunts, which come off splendidly in
heart out.
the final cut.
Bronx"eC°nSider- "Rumbl*
*be
N: Drawing from the Taiwanese
ls
more
N: This film abounds with hys
compH
action-adventure
u
super-human rendering of all martial
terical
comic figures. Kieung's uncle
m
Chan £
artial arts. Jackie
arts villains and heroes, blood re
is
the
archetypal
old fool. He speaks
St3r
f
the
fi,m
is
re
enough
°
'
ason
mains at the margins of this film.
c"ougn^
to see it.
loudly, jokes well, and walks funny.
Some may argue that this is a re
Anytime you see an attractive woman
trai|prcMy flfSt impression from the
turn to the dark days of Wile E. Coy
was that Rumble in the ote and the indestructible regenerat wearing glasses you're looking at the
comedic actress.
unmoti, aS^P°°rly-titled' artistically
ing cartoon body. This tradition
Our comedic actress has great
t0 break i ?' bash"'em-up intended
places as much importance on amaz
command
of her facial expressions.
e
of Arnp •
Chan into the arena
ing feats of agility as it does on the
American film.
She cowers as the gang members at
damaging of the enemy. Defeat your
tack her store, laughs when she sees
Prised^ m^8' 1 W3S haPPny sur"
enemy, but do it with style.
Kieung
posturing in front of a one
eco8nize a film from a
touch m
R: Correctomundo. The last Jackie
way mirror, she when her store is torn
«p ssed genre.
Chan film I watched was "Eight Ways
down with her inside it, she exults at
e^PonUfrlb,e
tbe Bronx" is a direct
of the Snake and Crane," a hard-core
the humiliation of the villain.
the
Hon
K
artsco'J"
§ ong martial
home-grown export which leaves
The love interest is our typical
sensiblllt
tics of th
Y- Characterisnothing to be desired in the way of
fallen
angel. Kieung reclaims her from
sen
tionai ,h
sibility are an intenmartial arts abilities but lacks the bud
her
sinister
gang by appealing to her
band r,. S(!nce of blood in hand-toget which has obviously been allot
maternal
need
to care for her paraple
eration nT
' s,igbt artificial accelted for "Rumble." In this film, Chan
gic
little
brother.
All are treated with
P°sturing alTbat se9uences, comic
plays Kieung, a man visiting New
a wit that makes their angst-ridden
3nd
mu
in
of stori- 5
gg g and an array
York for a week for his uncle's wed
scenes ironic and their comedic mo
dic
ding.
R' vi
^P65ments
sublime.
trailer, , y flrst impression from the
Because they live in the Bronx,
R:
Choosing
a Best Bit is difficult.
is a must^ simniaSutbat tbis film
trouble ensues and Kieung will not
There
were
countless
moments
see the ^y because it is a chance to
stand by and watch, thus begins the
throughout the film during which I
Iracu
Chan. R"!
'ous stylings of Jackie
antics of the film as he incurs the
and the rest of the audience oohed
'knew th"f8i ^ami'iar with his talent,
wrath of at least twenty people. Chan,
and ahhed or exclaimed loudly or
n
e
' its sh
would not disappoint
who is famous for performing all his
laughed happily. Knowing that all the
Rarate °Wcasing of both stunts and
own stunts and is the stunt director
stunts are real and all were done by
11
this
case
to-1 w'.c"
' Chinese Kungin this film, pulls out all the stops.
Chan himself makes the film that
We even get to see the stunt which
Jack lght'
much more impressive.
^'fetinLie Fban recently received a
left hiip with a broken fopt.
One of my favorite moments was
achievement awArd for his
Da'rfhg'the'ctediis'v/e's'ee the ddt^ ! filled with many,"bouncy balls as* they "

£S?w

"

^

1

•A

fell three stories in the back of a truck
pushed from the uppermost level of
a parking garage. The truck impacts
and so do the balls, bouncing every
where. Very original and aesthetically
cool. The hover craft scenes were
amazing. We now know what hap
pens when Lamburghini Countach
meets hover craft!
N: For my Best Bit I must claim
the combat sequence in which Chan
simultaneously hits one attacker in
the head with a freezer door, opens
the refrigerator door to block another,
and kicks a third into the refrigerator
compartment, then slams the door
triumphantly. A close second would
be Chan s line: "Don't you know you
are the scum of society?"
R: "Rumble in the Bronx" is rated
"R" and is playing at the Festival Cin
ema on Pacific Ave.

The Movie Guys are also proud
to report that we have extended our
film discussions to a live medium
\ia a radio show featured on KPAC
(Tiger Television channel Two) on
Thursday nights from ten to
ele\'en. We will discuss films both
old and new, take calls from you
the listening audience, maybe chat
with a celebrity or two, and play
some cool soundtrack cuts. So be
sure to tune in tonight and every
Thursday to be part of history as
we broadcast in "glorious mono!"
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same time the poor Composer of the
serious opera is mocked for his pride.
Matt Castle returns to Stockton
from his graduate composition
studies at Northern Illinois
University presenting his new
show—Matt Castle for Friends.
The show is March 13 and 14
with the Cabaret Arts at Le Bistro,
l-S and Ben Holt, Stockton. Dinner
and show, 6:15 p.m. $40/person,
Dessert and show 7:1S p.m. $20/
person. For reservations call
956-4816.

UOP's College of the Pacific Depart
ment of Drama and Dance presents
"Baby." 8 p.m., DeMarcus Brown Stu
dio Theater. General admission $8;
$4, all students, staff and senior citi
zens. For reservations call 946-2116.
Students interested in running for ei
ther ASUOP President or Senator can
pick up election packets through
March 5 in the ASUOP office, upstairs
across from the Summit.

OFF CAMPUS

Thursday February 29
C AMPUS

McCaffrey Center Movie: "To Wong
Foo, Thanks For Everything, Julie
Newmar." Box office favorites Wesley
Snipes, Patrick Swayze and John
Leguizamo play a trio of cross-dress
ers on a cross country journey des
tined for the finals of a drag queen
contest in L. A. This offbeat comedy
features plenty of hilarious moments
and a cast of colorful characters that
includes a 100-year-old woman
named Clara who stopped talking
about 35 years ago because she found
she had nothing left to say. Rated PG13. 8 p.m. McCaffrey Center Theater.
General admission is $3, $1.50 for se
niors and children under 12, free to
UOP students with valid stickers.
Students interested in running for ei
ther ASUOP President or Senator can
pick up election packets through
March 5 in the ASUOP office, upstairs
across from the Summit.
UOP's College of the Pacific Depart
ment of Drama and Dance presents
"Baby." Book by Sybille Pearson, mu
sic by David Shire, lyrics by Richard
Maltby, Jr. Directed by James R. Taulli.
8 p.m., DeMarcus Brown Studio The
ater. General admission $8; $4, all stu
dents, staff and senior citizens. For
reservations call 946-2116.

OFF CAMPUS
The Stockton Civic Theater presents
"The Piano Lesson." 7:30 p.m. Tick
ets are $10 to $12, $8 to $10 (seniors/
students) To make reservations call
the box office any time, day or night
and up to curtain time on any perfprmance night 473-2400. Box office
hours are 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 2312 Rose
Marie Lane. The play is about a black
man who arrives at his sister's home
in 1936 Pittsburgh to claim a family
heirloom, a piano he and she own
and on which a slave ancestor has
carved much of the family history. He
wants to sell it in order to buy and
work on the same Mississippi farm;
lw~«•*
*"*•*

The Stockton Civic Theater presents
"The Piano Lesson." 8 p.m. See Feb.
29 for more details.
which their family had been slaves
and sharecroppers. She wants to keep
the piano as a sentimental shrine to
the family's suffering. Their confron
tation-fueled by friends, family and
a very real ghost-is at the heart of this
drama. The show is crowded with
humor, black history, tall tale telling,
music and dancing. Audiences will be
treated to a pre-curtain mini gospel
singing competition and complimen
tary refreshments will be served.
The Haggin Museum presents the
65th McKee Student Art Exhibition.
The exhibit runs through March 31
in the Upper and Lower West Galler
ies. The Haggin Museum is open from
1:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Tuesday
through Sunday. Free. A donation of
$1 for children and seniors and $2 for
adults is suggested.
Davis Musical Theater: "The King and
I." Varsity Theater, 616 Second St.,
Davis. $10; $8 (seniors/students).
916-756-3682.
"The Diviners" Delta College Studio
Theater, 8 p.m.

Friday March 1
ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "To Wong
Foo, Thanks For Everything Julie
Newmar." 8 p.m. McCaffrey Center
Theater. See Feb. 29 for more details.
Opera: "Ariadne auf Naxos." 8 p.m.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall. Tickets are
on sale at the UOP Box Office. $15,
$20, $30. Students are half-price. Pro
ceeds will benefit the Haggin Mu
seum. 946-2474. Some of the opera
will be in German but they will also
sing part in English. The story of
Ariadne auf Naxos comes for a mythi
cal time when men and women
might be Gods or just as easily be
turned into trees. In this opera there
is a second story, in which a troupe
of 17th Century comedic actors spoof
the sjeriqqsjstofiy-of ;Arfad#£. .At the.

The Haggin Museum presents the
65th McKee Student Art Exhibition.
See Feb. 29 for more details.
Davis Musical Theater: "The King and
I." Varsity Theater, 616 Second St.,
Davis. $10; $8 (seniors/students). 916756-3682.
"The Diviners" Delta College Studio
Theater, 8 p.m.
Voice Competition: applications are
due March 9 for the 26th Annual
Henry Holt Memorial Scholarship
Auditions: Foothill College in Los Al
tos Hills. A cash award of $1,500 in
memory of Henry Holt will be given
to the winner. Additional special
awards of $500 in memory of Dr. Jan
Popper and from the West Bay Opera
Guild will also be made. The compe
tition is open to singers between the
ages of 18 and 26 who are interested
in pursuing an operatic career. Re
quests for application forms or other
inquiries should be addressed to:
Henry Holt Memorial Scholarship
Committee P.O. Box 1714 Palo Alto,
CA 94302.
Women's History Month: Live The
ater nights, 8 p.m. Live theater on
woman themes, by Asian American
Repertory Theater, Hermits and Guer
rillas, Circle Theater Ensemble, UOP
drama, Edison High students, Jewels
of the East dancers and more. 535 W.
Harding Way, Stockton. For more in
formation call 466-3857.

Saturday March 2
ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "To Wong
Foo, Thanks For Everything Julie
Newmar." 8 p.m. See Feb. 29 for more
details.
Opera: "Ariadne Auf Maxos." 8 p.m.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall. 946-2474.
See March 1 for more details.
.'toi m IfliO frrtob

UOP's College of the Pacific DeDa
ment of Drama and Dance nre(
"Baby." 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. DeMa?
Brown Studio Theater. General ad™-sion $8; $4 for all students, staff a h
senior citizens. For reservations P"
946-2116.
Students interested in running f0r,
ther ASUOP President or Senator car
pick up election packets throuct
March 5 in the ASUOP office, upstairs
across from the Summit.
OFF CAMPUS
How to "Read" African American
Quilts: Dr. Patricia Turner, Professor
of African American Studies at U.(
Davis will present a slide lecture a;
the Haggin Museum explaining th-.
stories told by a variety of African
American quilt patterns, colors, fab
rics and designs. 3 p.m. Haggin Mu
seum, 1201 N. Pershing Ave. 462
4116. Free.
The Stockton Civic Theater present
"The Piano Lesson." 8 p.m. See Feb
29 for more details.
Davis Musical Theater: "The King and
I." Varsity Theater, 616 Second St
Davis. $10; $8 (seniors/studentsi
916-756-3682.
Broadway Musical: "Gypsy," the live
Broadway musical will playal
Stockton's historic Fox Theater. The
performance begins at 8 p.m. with 2
no-host bar opening at 6:30. Ticket
can be purchased at Bass ticket cen
ters for $20 and $25 or call (209) 95BASS. "Gypsy" is a true tale of life"1
the twenties in vaudeville and por
trays the early life of entertainer
Gypsy Rose Lee and her relationship
with her domineering mother:.
ceeds from the performance wi
to Planned Parenthood of
Joaquin Valley, Inc.
"The Diviners" Delta College StudTheater, 8 p.m.
The Haggin Museum
65th McKee Student Art Exh
See Feb. 29 for more details.
Women's History Month:
Performance Night, 8 ptn. • . fl,
Fiona and Donnette: loca flit
gional women perfor"\ stock
Outspost. 535 W. Harding Way ^
ton. For more informatioi
toj>
3857. Free. Donation fro"
suggested.

Sunday March 3
ON CAMPUS
„To\Vf
McCaffrey Center M°v*thing J"1 '
Foo, Thanks For Every {or„,o-Newmar." 8 p.m. See Feb-
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I ,oCkton Concert Band: With the
I nneArts Brass Ensemble, 3 p.m. Faye
Jpanos Concert Hall, $4-$5, $2-$3
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College of the Pacific Depart
ment of Drama and Dance presents
-Baby " 5 p.m., DeMarcus Brown StuT^forti. I jj0 Theater. General admission $8;
• ?> j4 aii students, staff and senior citi
; % es. For reservations call 946-2116.
llCe'upstai-s
Students interested in running for

either ASUOP President or Senator
.nnickud
thrnnah
I ,fan
pick up election packets through
March 5 in the ASUOP office, upstairs
across from the Summit.
OFF CAMPUS
The Stockton Civic Theater presents
The Piano Lesson." 2 p.m. matinee.
See Feb. 29 for more details.
Davis Musical Theater: "The King and
I." Varsity Theater, 616 Second St.,
Davis. $10; $8 (seniors/students)
916-756-3682.

peeftj

The Haggin Museum presents the
65th McKee Student Art Exhibition.
See Feb. 29 for more details.
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History Month: Art Recephons, 5-7 p.m. Writing group, 3-5
P-m. Related to weekly themes, for all
levels of writers—hostessed by Kathy
F°r more inf°rmation call
06-3857. Free. Donation from $2 to
^suggested.

icto
It®
952- j Monday March 4
MJ
CAMPUS
por- •
ill® i WOP student Senate will hold its
Mcfeff m®etin§' upstairs in the
Open
tn^i
conference room.
upen to all students. 9 p.m.

e'StuoeprptedHin mnning for
can Dirk,
, President or Senator
March 5 S?'6Ction Packets through

Pe^Sprav8?^17 Awareness and PepPreventintr ")St.ructions: Learn about
rap>e' learn how to
utilize vo
1
am
about Dercr! ^ Pus police, learn
about nerm
self defense and learn
ter 'rheai ^ 7 Spray" McCaffrey Cen' 7 P-m. Free.

IV CAMPUS
I, Varsity

F,AVIS-

CTuTheater:

MO-

"The

Mng and

616 SECOND ST-,

taf '
-3682 (seni°rs/students).

7s6

1

The pg
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kfeKee
presents the
Udent Art Exhibition.
2g f
'
tor more details.
W°men'< u-

Prosenight, 7 p.m. Readers of selected
pieces, hostessed by Helena Tuma
open mic follows. At the Outnosr s^
W. Harding Way, Stockton. For infer
~^-6-3857-Free.Doi
irom
to $8 suggested.

Tuesday March S
ON CAMPUS
^cCfaf;r7 Center Movie: "Get
Shorty. Two-time Academy Award
nominee John Travolta stars as a twobit hoodlum who arrives in Hollywood to collect on a 2?
,h..t
. 8amb,ing ucur
debt
but unexpectedly winds up a major
player in the lucrative movie busi
ness. An all star cast that includes
Gene Hackman and Danny Devito are
featured in this comical story Rated
R. McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m
General Admission is $3, $1.50 for
seniors and children under 12, free
to UOP students with valid stickers.
Tuesday World Forum: "Sri Lanka:
Land of Diversity and Adversity";
lom Adams, returned Peace Corps
volunteer from San Joaquin County.
Noon to 1 p.m. Bechtel Center. Free
to UOP students, a $2 to $3 donation
for others. Call 946-2591 for informa
tion.
Free and Confidential H.I.V. testing
at the Health Center. 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Questions? Call 946-2315.
This is the last day for students who
are interested in running for either
ASUOP President or Senator to pick
up election packets in the ASUOP of
fice, upstairs across from the Summit.

OFF CAMPUS
Davis Musical Theater: "The King and
I." Varsity Theater, 616 Second St.,
Davis. $10; $8 (seniors/students).
(916) 756-3682.
The Haggin Museum presents the
65th McKee Student Art Exhibition.
See Feb. 29 for more details.
Women's History Month: Video
Night, 7 p.m. viewing & discussion
of women related films, hostesses by
Suzanne Lorenz, Haggin Museum and
others. The Outpost, 535 W. Harding
Way, Stockton. For information call
466-3857. Free. Donation from $2 to
$8 suggested.

Wednesday March 6
ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Get
Shorty." McCaffrey Center Theater, 8
p.m. See March 5 for more details.

eFeb

History Month: Poetry'ArtLP

Free and Confidential H.I.V. testing
at the Health Center. 9-11 a.m. Ques
tions? Call 946-2315.

"TSZZLaime- msemble 0fflve Winds and Pia"°
New York,
will close the 40th Anniversary season of Friends of Chamber Music Pictured
above is Susan Rotholz on flute; Matthew Dine, oboe; Alan Ray, clarinetChris Komer, horn; Michael Finn, bassoon; and fames Winn, piano The
March 10 concert will be at 3 p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert Flail Tickets
for non-subscribers at $15 will be sold at the door or in advance by mail For
Y
more information call 946-2415.
Sigma Xi, The Scientific Research So
ciety, presents: "Coming Soon To a
Iown Near You!" Creation and Evo
lution in the 1990s, by Dr. Eugenie
C. Scott Executive Director of the
National Center for Science Educa
tion. Dr. Scott will discuss the current
status of the evolution-creation con
troversy and provide some insights
on whether this is a serious disagree
ment between religion and science,
or primarily a dichotomy between literalists and non-literalists. 7:30 p.m.
in the Chemistry Lecture Hall Room
170, Classroom Building.

OFF CAMPUS
Davis Musical Theater: "The King and
I." Varsity Theater, 616 Second St.,
Davis. $10; $8 (seniors/students).
916-756-3682.
The Haggin Museum presents the
65th McKee Student Art Exhibition.
See Feb. 29 for more details.
Stockton Symphony: With David
Jolly, French horn. 8 p.m. Atherton
Auditorium, Delta College. $10-$22.
951-0196.
Women's History Month: Panels, 7
p.m. hostessed by Tori Davis, includ
ing young and old feminists, women
healers, women in the arts and more.
535 W. Harding Way, Stockton. For
more information call 466-3857. Free.
Donation from $2 to $8 suggested.

Thursday March 7
ON CAMPUS
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Get
Shorty." McCaffrey Center Theater, 8
p.ifr. See MiAreh'5 for-mdre details.'1'

OFF CAMPUS
Stockton Symphony: With David
Jolly, French horn. 8 p.m. Atherton
Auditorium, Delta College. $10-$22
951-0196.
Women's History Month: Local
women speak, 7 p.m. The Outpost.
535 W. Harding Way. For more infor
mation call 466-3857. Free.

UOP Sports
(times subject to change)
•Feb. 29
Basketball-M Cal State Fulierton
Spanos Center 7:30 p.m.

•March 3

Basketball-M UC Irvine Spanos
Center 2 p.m.

•March 4

Tennis-M Cal Poly SLO Brookside
Courts 1:30 p.m.

•March 5

Baseball-Penn State Hebert Field 7
p.m.

'March 6

Softball-Sacramento State (2) Simoni
Field 1 p.m.
Tennis-M UC Santa Cruz Brookside
Courts 2 p.m.
•March 7

Water Polo-W California Kjeldsen
Pool 3 p.m.
Baseball-Cal State Fulierton Hebert
Field 7 p.m.

•March 8

Tennis-W Stanford Brookside Courts
1:30 p.m.
Basebafl-Cal State Fulierton Hebert
Field 7 p.m.

•March 9

Baseball-Cal State Fulierton Hebert §
Field 1 p.m.
April 18
Tennis-M UC Davis Brookside Courts
1:30 p.m.
: T » L ; £ : ! i y ; l i 5 I i t . J i t f 1 0 .it-,-'
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Deep Blue Something doesn't disappoint fans
ERIN LEWIS
Pacifican staff writer

The lead singer is talented, and
the guitar solos are not annoying or
distracting. Deep Blue Something did
Deep Blue Something
not just jump into the studio—
"Home"
they've paid their dues.
(RainMaker/Interscope)
However, practice does not make
3 stars
a good band. The talent is there, but
the song writing isn't. I'll give them
I never get the chance to watch
credit for having at least three songs
MTV, because I don't have cable.
that sound completely different from
Heck, I don't even own a television.
each other. Unfortunately, they seem
For two weeks out of the year, during
a little too "inspired" by other bands.
winter break, I watch VH-1 at my
For instance, "Done" reminds me
grandparents' house.
too much of Material Issue, post-"InThis year, I saw Deep Blue
ternational Pop Overthrow." "A Song
Something's annoying video about 84
to Make Love To" sounds like 10,000
times.
Maniacs on amphetamines, and the
Not only was 1 mad that 1 missed
title cut reeks of Buffalo Springfield.
out on a lot of other videos, but I was
The main song writing obstacle
angry that VH-1 was brainwashing
is that the songs feel like they're just
me with a song that's already three
missing...something. It's that unexyears old. Whatever happened to
plainable something that is the dif
Americans as trendsetters?
ference between an OK song and a
Now that "Breakfast at Tiffany's"
great song. It's like marshmallow bun
has gotten onto the charts, it's time
nies without the pink sprinkles—
to review the entire album. Of course,
they're still edible, but you know they
I wanted to hate it. Unfortunately (or
could taste much better.
fortunately if your roommate plays
What's nice about the band, de
it constantly), it's really not that bad.
spite their song writing pitfalls, is that

Cd reviews

Members of Deep Blue Something.
they are still highly listenable. Even
though only one song, "Halo," struck
me as being particularly catchy, the
rest of the songs didn't bother me or

make me want to press the 'skip' buiton on my CD player.

By the note: no attention span needed
CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer
Foo Fighters
"Big Me" EP
Capitol Records

Lagwagon
"Hoss"
Fat Wreck Chords

Stockton's

know is good, but you have to con
vince yourself you like it.
6262

The Mermen
"Songs of the Cows'
Mesa

955-5680

Wesi Lane

The Valley's Newest, Most Luvnous
Theatre is in your backyard'
Corner of West Lane & Swain, Sur

MUPPETS TREASURE
ISLAND F/S/S: 0 1:30. 2:00. 4:30)7:00.9:151
M-TH: 'r(». 4:3(1)7:1)0.31)

| LEAVING LAS VEGAS

This is a seven song EP for the Foo
Fighters latest single (the one with the
take-off of a Mentos video). The
single, "Big Me," is eclipsed here by
the B-sides songs that Capitol
Records threw on, so they could sell
the CD for seven or eight bucks.
Standouts include the hard-rockin' "Podunk" and the live Read
ing Festival version of "For All the
Cows," which sounds just like the
original, but with 25,000 British
people clapping along. Buy this for
the rad picture of Richard Nixon
bowjing.

On their third album, "Hoss "
Lagwagon serves up another helping
of blistering punk rock. It's fueled bv
scorching guitars, flaming bass and

UP CLOSE AND
PERSONAL

selfTen
S' Lagwagon's funny,
self-deprecating lyrics throw cold

MARY REILLY

albimpn k 7 PeefS'pretensions- This
bum 11 kick your patootie and then
pick you up, dust you off and buy you

Mike Johnson
Year of Mondays'
TAG Recordings
nosamkfrJHpnS°n P'ayS bass for °i1S good- Dinosaur Jr is
« J Jf'
good. This album does not sound like
Dinosaur Jr. It sounds like twang-rock
with Nick Cave on lead vocals I hast
made up that term: "twang-rock "
This is one of those albums that you

RI

K/S/S: (12:45. 3:00. 5:15)7:30. Iffi
M-TII: (3:00.5:15) 7:30.Jf

|Mj i

F/S/S: (II: 10. 1:45. 4:30) 7 20. M-TH: Q-4 5 4:30 ) 7:20^-4

.11

Hey wait a minute! This record
has nothing to do with cows! It's surf
music. The Mermen's latest is no
wussy watered-down (ha ha!), reverbdrenched reworking of "Wipeout."
h s surf music for the '90s—fiercer and
more complex.
atm™!^™" layer dist°rtion and
revprh o (1CS) in With the s^ndard
r ead for a new spin on a
opnrp 8
genre we were just starting to tire of.
genre whh ,° ** C°WS" infuses th?
Vo"'d ZnJ ! / g°lng bey°nd what
Surf music into more
com i
don'F hX r°Ck instrumentals. You
don t have to be a tanned, blonde
beach bunny to like this one.
i;t:r 1 a
" ft'I J- H
e: €

F/S/S:(ll:50.2:in.4:4<»7.I.«
M-TH: (2:IQ.4:4flj_2L—-1

BROKEN ARROW
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etterman ahead in late-night ratings wars
iflege Press Service
id Letterman has been up,
and even sideways, but he's albeen there, in the game, fightr laugh. And, chances are, he
ivs will be.
Lately, of course, Letterman's
Show" has been duking it out
both Jay Leno's revitalized "TotShow" and the still-potent
;htline," and through it all,
an has tried to simply do what
oes best.
\s part of an effort to let the TV
ing world in on the fact that his
remains better than the rest's,
lerman went prime-time Feb. 19,
his hourlong CBS "Late Night
Special 2." The show was deto remote segments, the ones
which the intrepid Letterman
esthe ice-cold confines of the Ed
van Theater seeking laughs on
streets of New York City.
So it is then that Letterman, one
TV's more elusive interview subis on the phone talking about
3 recent "Late Show"special and
rer topics of interest.
"Over the years, even going back
the morning show (he did in the
PSOs), there have been certain
t pie who have been guests on our
v who have been very nice to us
t have always wanted to go out of
(way to be cooperative and helpin producing something that
aid be a memorable moment.
From the very beginning, the
who was probably the best at this,

/EUROPEIM
ADVENTURE

$219
PARIS
$249
$289
II
FRANHFURT $229
VIENNA
$339
tUROPRSS from $210

although there have been many oth
ers, has been Steve Martin," notes
Letterman, talking from his Manhat
tan office after taping .an evening's
show.
"I can remember almost every
one of his appearances with us. The
videotape Steve did with us this time,
he came in two or three nights be
fore he was an actual guest on the
show and also the day of his guest
appearance. This is a huge, huge star
who had one play in production and
another play opening that very week
end. Yet, he had time to come in and
work with us. I'm so pleased with that
piece. It's things like that that make
me think there's still hope for show
business."
In the segment, Martin does a
spoof on a documentary-style, be
hind-the-scenes look of what goes
into a "Late Night" appearance. The
video segment focuses on Martin's
elaborate plans to prepare for the ap
pearance—down to measuring his
derriere to see if it would fit in the
guest chair. (Martin's post-appearance
confession in the segment: "The cup.
The cup just didn't feel right to me.")
The end result is something
Letterman says he is excited about.
"I've not read the book. I talked
to Bill Carter when he wrote it. In
talking to Carter it helped me formu
late a timeline of points of interest
along the way that I enjoyed remem
bering and talking about," he ex
plains. "When that process was over
for me I had no interest in the book.
I have less interest in the motion pic
ture. As I have expressed in the past,
it's the biggest single waste of film
since my wedding photos. To me, it
couldn't be more pointless.
"I could understand if Jay or I

JIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
the Heb: http/Zumnticieeorg
oig/cts/clshome.bfm

tsUK-council.

It's just like, 'Dave's a little
simple. Here's a little game
he's invented for himself
that he likes to play at
home.'
Here's a little game he's invented for
himself that he likes to play at home.'
My God! So, God bless the folks at
HBO. I hope they increase their sub
scriptions, but I'm telling you some
thing, let's just go to the moon next
time."
Back in the early 1980s, when
Letterman was on NBC and followed
the legendary Johnny Carson,
Letterman's show was the thing to
watch for college students, virtually
required viewing. Yesterday's students
are today's employees and parents. So
who's watching "The Late Show"

r
STOCKTON CIVIC THEATRE

I r t f t O o o o o o o o l

y-oe (ffns&t*
n n f ) ' f /onUhI*

4137 North El Dorado
Stockton, California 95206
(20?)) 465 6048

DR. LOAN L. CONCEPCION

The Personal Touch
• Embroidery
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these days? Has the 80s audience
grown with him? Are today's younger
audiences tuning him in as avidly as
those of a decade ago?
"The serious way to answer that
is demographically," he responds.
"And from the research we get, de
spite the fact that we're not doing as
well as 'The Tonight Show' in overall
households, we still win all the key
demographics. Night in and night out
we can get our ass kicked pretty well,
but still, all in all, in that mayhem,
we're winning the most desirable de
mographic groups.
"I saw some information a couple
of weeks ago, and it said 62 percent
of college people watching TV at
night are watching our show."
While Letterman has heard all the
complaints that his show was in a rut,
that CBS's low ratings are hurting
him, that his performance at last
year's Oscar ceremony damaged his
reputation, and that he's lost his edge,
he's not panicking. Instead, he pre
fers to just do his thing and wait for
the tide to turn back in his favor.
"What I'm thinking and feeling
is that all things considered—our
problems (new director, writers, etc.),
the network's problems (anemic rat
ings, few big-name, in-house guests),*
everybody's problems (anybody's
guess), 'The Tonight Show,'
'Nightline,' with all of these things
put together as bottom-line forces in
our welfare—we still think we're do
ing O.K. We're doing the best we can.
If you wonder when this war will
be over, you're going to go nuts. So,
we're just doing what we can. We're
just trying to have fun, rake in a
couple of bucks. It's still fun. 1 guess
I'm too dumb not to still be having
fun."

Optometrist
CIO n e t

Directed by
AJMuiler
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were both dead. Then, OK, here's a
fond remembrance, or look at what
idiots these guys were. But we're still
alive. I've seen clips of it and the guy
playing me, they've got him in red
hair! I'm thinking, 'Wait a minute!
There's no videotape available on
me?' We've done 2,000 shows! No
body ever thought, 'Maybe if we get
a tape... Ah, red hair is close enough.
Screw it. Let's go with red hair."
Dave's critique doesn't end there.
"And it just goes on. There's one scene
where everybody's at my home, and
I'm telling you that would never hap
pen. That was completely inaccurate.
There's another scene at my home,
where I'm relaxing on the weekend
and I'm wearing a tennis sweater out
in my backyard, and throwing softballs at an archery target.
It's just like, 'Dave's a little simple.
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• Screenprinting
• Fraternity Lettering
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Tori Amos has a new album 'Boys for Pele/which features Caught a Lite
Sneeze.

Cd review
fJOOOaU!,

Tori Amos: perfect for
tormented teens
CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer
Tori Amos
"Boys For Pele"
One morning Tori Amos woke
up and thought to herself, "Let's see,
in the last few years I've made two
wildly successful pop albums and
become an international pop star."
Hot diggity! I'm due for a
slickly over-produced, self-indul
gent concept album with string ar
rangements, strange instruments
with unpronounceable names, a
thick CD booklet with arty pictures
of me looking like a Steinbeck char
acter (glamor is so passe!), and cryp
tic liner notes littered with in-jokes,
and I'll record it all in a 'wonder
fully damp Georgian house in Ire
land!"'
I tried to like this album. Really.
Sure, I skipped the first song because
it took too long to get started, but
the second seemed promising
enough until Amos abandoned the
minor-key harpsichord, uh, "riff"
for a harmonium and church bells.
Still, she wins points for unique
pairings of relatively obscure instru
ments.
The catchiest song on the album
is "Caught a Lite Sneeze," which is
also the first single (surprise!). Amos
will have half the teenage girls in

America moping in their rooms
screeching cumbersome lines like,
"I'm hiding it well Sister Ernestine/
but I still got that Belle/ dragging
my foots." Get down!
Amos is of the "less comprehen
sible is more better" school of lyric
writing—not that I didn't pick up
on the deep, intrinsic meaning of
phrases like, "Tuna/ rubber/ a little
blubber in my igloo."
Clocking in at just over 70 min
utes, "Boys For Pele" is probably
only accessable to raving fans and
aspiring harpsichordists. The rest of
us can just buy the first single and
play it 23 times in a row.
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'The stick man'

Lauren Holly makes leap
over 'Picket Fences'

CHAD LEMONS

College Press Service

fnlumn-Run With the Hunted

Pacifican staff writer
Everybody loves a freak. This I
know because I hear about them
all the time. They are no longer
sodal outcasts and they go beyond
being just "popular." Someday,
they might rule the world.
I never see them during the
day. Maybe they don't get out
much. They only seem to be
around late at night. They can be
found in front of the liquor store
or hanging out at a 24-hour fast
food joint. They like to talk on the
pay phone, harass people for
change, and smoke Winston ciga
rettes.
I met Stick at Happy Jug Li
quors on a Friday night. I knew it
was him because I remembered all
the stories my friends had told
about this brain-fried freak. They
said that Stick had played in a lo
cal punk band.
After the demise of the band,
Stick lived in a homemade shelter.
It was located in an old Avocado
orchard with three stray dogs. My
friends discovered this during one
of their nightly hikes, and were sur
prised to see the young rocker par
tying with two girls, three dogs,
and cheap bourbon in the bushes.
I noticed his slim build and
long black hair, that almost hid his
dark eyes. As I returned from pur
chasing my goods, he came up to
me and asked if he could bum a
cigarette. His hands held his long
bangs away from his face.
"You're the guy they call
"Stick," I said.
"Yah. That's me, man, and I
used to play drums for this killer
band called Shocking Pinko," he
stuttered.
He shook constantly and acted
like he had a million spiders crawl
ing over his body. Here stood a per
fect example of what too much
speed can do to the human body. I
gave him a cigarette as he became
more animated and exited. He
spoke faster than my 9-year-old sis
ter.
"Yah man, I'm livin' in this
new place, man. Dude, I live near
the airpark—there's some Indian
land there—and I camp out under
the stars, man, did you know I was
an Indian?" he stammered.
"No way. I don't know what
you are," I said.
"Well check this out man!"
Stick said as he pulled a bundle of
green plants from his backpack. He
told me that it was sage and that it
only grows where dead Indians are

buried.
"Wow, do you grow this your
self?" I asked.
No, man, I just know where to
get it, because I'm an Indian. I can
find it, man," he said.
"You're very talented, I can tell,"
1 said.
"Here man, you can have some
of this. You can light it up like in
cense, or you can smoke it, and you
can even chew on it, man," he said.
"Really? Wow, thanks Stick. 1
can tell that it has really worked for
you," I said.
"Hey man, you should come
visit my pad sometime, man, I have
parties up there, man; you should
come near the airpark, man, it's a
killer place, sacred land and I belong
there, you know, 'cause I'm an In
dian, man," he said as his hands
waved up and down. He seemed to
dance as he talked, swaying in true
rock star fashion. He looked like a
shadow, lost and mysterious.
"Yah, well, 1 gotta get going but
I'll probably stop by sometime. See
ya later, Stick," I said.
"Later, bro, and you can call the
pay phone here, too; I answer calls
here, man. Come and party any
time, man," he said.
I got in the car and headed for
home. On the way, I saw the turnoff for the airpark. Not tonight. Not
ever, I thought. I settled for going
home and burning some sage.
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Like it or not, Lauren Holly real
izes she may be more widely recog
nized as Jim Carrey's girlfriend rather
than Lauren Holly, actress. But not for
long.
Sure, Holly is dating one of
Hollywood's biggest, most bankable
stars, yet the young actress is work
ing hard to make a name for herself
on her own terms. For several years,
Holly has played a vital role in the
respected TV series "Picket Fences,"
every so often squeezing in small
roles in such films as "Dragon: The
Bruce Lee Story" and "Dumb and
Dumber," during which she met
Carrey.
Now, Holly, who was born and
raised in the upstate New York town
of Geneva and thought she might
become a lawyer while attending Sa
rah Lawrence College, is setting her
sights a bit higher. She currently can
be seen in the ensemble film "Beau
tiful Girls," and come March 1,
costars with Kelsey Grammer in
"Down Periscope."
Holly portrays Darian Smalls in
"Girls," a comedy-drama about a
bunch of friends—among them
Timothy Hutton, Matt Dillon, Mira
Sorvino, Rosie O'Donnell, Martha
Plimpton and Michael Rapaport—gathering together in their small
hometown for a 10-year high school
reunion. Smalls is the rather bitchy,
now-married former prom queen,
who still sleeps around with Dillon,
her boyfriend during their shared
glory days at school.
The actress knows Smalls won't
be popular with audiences, and that's
fine with her. In fact, that was the
whole idea.
"Let's be honest and say it wasn't
very long ago that I chose my mov
ies based on what jobs I got. Now, it's
getting to be a little different. I
wanted 'Beautiful Girls' very badly,"
explains Holly, a fun and forthright
interview subject, during a conversa
tion at a Los Angeles hotel.
"I read the script and thought it
was so well written. I knew it had the
potential to be kind of a hip, chic
movie to be a part of, which can re
ally help one's career.
"Then, I lobbied for Darian be
cause I wanted to do something dif
ferent than I'd done before, which
might help me, too. So, I went to
(writer-director) Ted Demme at the
audition and said, 'There are great
women's roles in this, and I want to
play the bad girl.' He said, 'O.K.,' but
I think he was kind of surprised I
chose that one. I got it, and I'm glad."
After completing "Beautiful
Girjs," Holly: immediately moved on

to the comedy "Down Periscope,"
then returned to "Picket Fences,"
where her character. Deputy Sheriff
Maxine Stewart, has not only
changed her hair color from red to
Holly's natural blond, but happens to
be dating a cross-dresser.
The actress is hopeful that the
low-rated "Fences" will be ba$k on
CBS next season and sounds quite
high on her "Periscope" adventure.
"Kelsey Grammer is the com
mander of a submarine, and I am the
first woman ever commissioned to a
sub," she says. "1 am the Lt. Dive Of
ficer and, in my mind, I should be
the commander. Basically, we're a
misfit crew that goes AWOL and be
comes a bunch of pirates. It's an in
credibly heartwarming story. It re
minds me of 'Stripes' or 'MASH' in
that there are some tense situations
along with the comedy. I've s<$n it,
and it's really sweet."
Things are still sweet between
herself and Carrey, reports the actress,
despite his megastardom, despite his
$20 million-per-film salary, and de
spite her having to live in the shadow
his celebrity status casts.
"Where most people in a relation
ship work on each other, we work on
private time. How do we get two
hours alone?" she wonders aloud.
"It's different. 1 don't think it's
changed him. I started dating Jim
before he really exploded. So, I've sort
of gone on this ride with him.
It's bizarre, but he's pretty
grounded and normal. His brothers
and sisters are all big influences in his
life. It is what it is.We both work too
much, but that's all right."

Currently, Holly is shooting the
thriller "Turbulence" and then
will star in another film project
called "The Best Woman."
Currently, Holly is shooting the
thriller "Turbulence" with Ray Liotta
and then will star in another film
project called "The Best Woman.'
There's no doubt that Holly has
come a long way from the TV com
mercials that got her started in act
ing and from her debut film role as
the "albino girl" in the independent
feature "Seven Minutes in Heaven."
"You know how I look at my ca
reer? If I were going to be a surgeon,
I'd have my years of residency in a
hospital and work unbelievable
hours, completely filled with stress.
Then," reveals Holly, "I'd eventually
get through that and open a private
practice. That's what I'm doing. I'm
going through those years and then,
hoprfuHv I'll rust kind of cruise."
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Book Review

'Traveling Europe on 84 cents a day': In review
PAUL PALMER
Pacifican guest writer

stamps, t-shirts or cassette tapes. This
weeks and as you gradually gain con
'trade-off' allows the traveler not only
fidence, branch off into my more cre
to reduce the costs, but more impor
ative ideas," says the author.
Most copies of Gil White's "Eu
tantly, gain greater insight and un
He recommends leaving your
rope on 84 Cents a Day" will no
derstanding of the people and the
options open, cycle one day, hitch the
doubt become well-traveled and dog
country.
next, take a train or bus, camp, stay
eared as their owners use them to
"Europe on 84 cents a Day" is
in vacant hotel staff rooms or with a
navigate Europe and employ his adback by popular demand, revised and
farmer, or a university student.
vice.
updated for the nineties and is the
Some of his most useful travel tips
"I simply plucked the '84 cents'
most creative and adventurous travel
are truly entertaining and insightful
out of the air to drive home the point
book to come alone in years — un
and will provide the best memories
that you don't need thousands of
like other travel books that offer only
of you trip. Imagine getting rides by
dollars to go to Europe," explains the
the nuts and bolts of travel (hotel and
using "You're on the Air" (being on a
author. "Too many students try to
restaurant addresses, museum open
radio station) method, the "New
measure their fun by how much
ing times).
Wave-Switch- Over, the "Wrong-Signmoney they can spend rather than
The author also presents many
Right-Road' method and even 'Yachtbudgeting and exploring the country
methods that female travelers can
Hiking' along the French Riviera.
creatively."
employ to stay safe, while still hav
By covering 36 countries (West
Gil's formula for reducing major
ing as much fun as the guys. Among
ern and Eastern Europe, the Middle
expenses is simple: the traveler
his precautions are taking advantage
East and North Africa), the author
should possess enthusiasm, an interof university ride boards, cycling, or
provides
information on places you
, est in meeting the people, learn to
using companies that arrange rides
might not expect to travel.
trust people, and more importantly,
for you.
He offers practical tips on what
be willing to return the hospitality by
"The biggest mistake you can
to
take:
money, visas, currency rates,
performing simple chores, such as,
make is to buy a Eurail pass for the
cycling
equipment,
proper paperwork
washing dishes, baby-sitting, milking
entire trip. Take the trains and star
and
airline
choices.
For each coun
cows or by offering gifts such as
in youth hostels for the first three
try, White provides the best festivals,
best scenery, the must-see tourists
sights, night life, history and pecu
liar customs.
The author says traveling can
sometimes be overwhelming and by
providing the 'best' of the country,
the student can plan the day better if
he or she is pressed for time. Actu
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would like to welcome and congratulate
their spring 1996 new members
Michelle Amaral
Kibby Batton
Kathy Bayha
Heather Bialek
Crystal Blum
Allison Chesterman
Laura Clark
Stephanie Crichton
Ann Cohen
Audrey Costa
Courtney Davis
Callie Dean
Erin Dodds
Jammie Glover
Helen Jarrett

Lana Kaneshiro
Sara Kastner
Stephanie Kurkjian
Tami Mason
Ferrah Nichols
Kristine Oase
Jen Pinkham
Jamie Pinnell
Jenny Prunk
Shana Roark
Jennifer Schutz
Kelly Smith
Dana Vasquez
Stacy Woodson
Cyndi Young
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ally, the book is two books in «J
with the listing of over 3,000 io.-J
hostels and their telephone inn
bers—all located on over 130 to.i
try and city maps.
Indispensable are the phra>«
20 languages, as well as the sp • (
phrases for getting accommcxk: A
food or rides.
"You may be too tired to cy 1 :j
the next town, so open the bo » j
the phrases in German which ex
to the farmer you would like to ,v if
for a few hours in exchange for a l,J
two meals and a chance to I..in]
about their culture," he expl .
Hebrew and Arabic terms are
included.
"Europe on 84 cents a Day" tills a
void in the travel market by com! :
ing budget travel tips with met
on how to get the most adventun
of your trip before you go ont< the
next phase of your life — your career
With over 75 ways to cut h e . ill
costs, the tips will aid both the v
eran globetrotter and the first
ei
traveler.
If "Europe on 84 cents a Da\ vosl
anything, it says that your tr. \
should only be limited by your in ig»
nation and not by your wallet. >1
rope on 84 cents a Day" is availabk
in the campus bookstore for a kulj
get price of 12.95."
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Home Alive
continued from page 14
Aaron Rodriguez
Ballplayer freshman year.
I .ittie League Coach sophomore year.
Killed junior year:
December 28, 1993
Sail Antonio. TX

If you don'i stop someone
from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it lakes.
FRIENDS DONT LET FRIENDS

122ZZS

• - '
Buy Your
Band
Frolic
Tickets
Starting March 4

Available at Long Theatre box office
$6.00 General Admission
BAND FROLIC IS MARCH 23 @ 7:00
FAYE SPANOS CONCERT HALL
any questions call Alan Scott 465-7178

form, is unacceptable.
For all of you guys who fear that
this CD is all about men bashing,
that's not the case. The stories told
in the music and the poetry were in
spired by anger, anger that was
caused by reality.
Violence affects everyone, and
by listening to these CDs, perhaps
some men will learn that it's not OK
to hit and hurt, and that womenjire
more precious than we think.
My favorite song is "Leaving
Here." This Pearl Jam remake of a
1963 High Numbers tune fuses the
bee-bop catchiness of the 60s with
the grungy alternative rock of the
90s, making it radio-friendly.
The song most likely to have a
big impact on the UOP campus is
"Frat Pig" by Tribe 8, which lets Frat
guys know that if they think that
gang rape is some kind of game, then
maybe women will start playing a
game called "Gang Castrate." Freaky,
huh?
Listening to this CD challenges
you to think about what kind of so
ciety we live in. One time through
and you'll know that no one can es
cape reality, and that violence is ev
erywhere, but there are people out
there who can help.
Fork out the $21 for the set, and
be satisfied knowing that you will be
moved by what you hear. You'll be
doing a good deed for society, since
all of the proceeds from the sal* of
the CD go directly to Home Alive.

in

For more information on
Home Alive, contact them at:
Home Alive
1202 E. Pike Street 41127
Seattle, WA 98112
(206)521-9176
or on the Internet at http//
www. homealive.org

On Lock
continued from page 14
self to the list of people praising this
restaurant.
On Lock Sam is located on 333 S.
Sutter Street in downtown Stockton.
There were a few scary people stand
ing on the street corner. So, lock your
doors, travel with a friend, and know
how to get where you're going.
' Another quick piece of advice, if
the fact that On Lock Sam, or any
thing else for that matter, is located
in downtown Stockton keeps you
from going, you are going to miss
some of the finest quality dining
Stockton has to offer.
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Classifieds

Raise $$$ - The Citibank
fundraiser is here to help you!
Fast, easy, no risk or financial
obligation- Greeks, Groups,
Clubs, Motivated Individuals,
call now. Raise $500 in only
one week. (800) 862-1982 ext.
33.
FOR SALE
1991 EAGLE TALON TSI 4WD,
5SPD, AC, CRUISE, EXCEL
LENT COND, ALL POWER,
LOADED!!! MUST SEE/DRIVE
$8,500. 477-2844.
17" ANITRA OPUS <3 SPOKE>
WITH TIRE 235/45/17. FOR
BMW 3SERIES. CALL: 415-8722233. $ 1,600 OR BEST OFFER.

Diana Pha
Classified Advertisin

946-211

KUOP Radio's Development/ Clover Rd (Highway 205 and
Marketing Dept. seeks work- Tracy Rd) in Tracy. GR8PAY. $6/ PUTNAM, HAYES & BARTLETT,
study student for clerical posi hr to start. Flexible FT & PT
economic and mgnt consulting
tion; 10-12hrs/wk; Apply in per schedules. Applications are at
information on
firm, seeks Analyst candidates.
son 1st floor Hand Hall or Call Career Services.
Analysts work on antitrust
Bridget at 946-2461.
analysis, damage estimation for
United States Tobacco seeks PT litigation, modeling economies
Marketing Rep. Flexible 10 hrs/ environmental clean-up costs,
PART-TIME/
wk.
$9/hr. Contact Diane Elias and industry competitiveness
WORK STUDY JOBS
evaluations. Contact Melina
1-800-934-4878 Ext 6173.
West Stadium Dm
UOP Annual Pacific Fund seeks
Patterson, 100 Hamilton, Suite
Stockton CA 9S20Telemarketing Associates. $6/hr
200, Palo Alto, CA 94301, (415)
+ bonuses. Mon-Thurs eve A1 Staffing seeks 4 people for 322-1300 Fax 322-1479 by
Phone (209) 946-23t
nings 6-9pm, flexible up to telemarketing
Tuesdays, March 1st.
FAX (209) 946-2761
12hr/wk. Contact Julie or Wednesdays and Thursdays 4Annelys at 946-2500.
7pm. Call 955-5755.
UOP OFFICE OF RESI
DENTIAL LIFE AND
Manteca Bulletin seeks Photog Economics Department seeks HOUSING is accepting
rapher for weekend and some Work Study Clerk. $4.75/hr. 8- application for Head
weekday assignments. Contact 10 hrs/wk. Contact Dennis Residents for 1996-97
Food hefp, and office positions are available j
Drew Voros 239-3531.
Flynn or Suzanne Westphal.
Academy Year. ConCall 1-800-333-RAFT

4x4, Ford Bronco, lariat model,
full Size, 1982 model, approx Burns International Security
130K miles, in mint condition, Services seeks PT employees.
Contact
must sell, will consider any rea Flexible hours.
sonable offer. Ask for Ted 478- Fontaine Dounglomchan, 2392239 or fax 239-1882 for addi
7000 days, 952-2100 eves.
tional info and to arrange inter
view.
FOR RENT
Furnished room for rent -$275/
mo, Parkwoods area, share utili Ricque Ennis seeks Student
ties, female preferred, call Peggy Therapists to work with 2
Autisitc children. Flexible
ff at 547-2764.
hours/weeks. $6-7/hr starting,
to progress to $8-12/hr. Call
Room mates wanted in 833-7925.
Manteca, large 4bdr house,
$275-$300 per month, utilities
included, clean, close to 15 & 99, Tutor Center seeks Tutors for
15 min drive to UOP. (209) 823- various subjects. $6/hr. Con
tact Jane, 1st Floor Bannister
1340 Ask George,
Hall.

,

Business Tri
bune seeks Re
search Assis
tants, Dec.Feb., flexible
hours, to call
and
verify
facts for publi
cation of an
nual list of
businesses.
Call Monica
Purcells, 1151
W
Robinhood
Director, 4670861, for ap
pointment.

FULL-TIME
JOBS
JOBS
Stockton Sports and Recreation DUN
&
Students Needed! Earn up seeks various PT & FT ware BRADSTREET
to $2,000+/mo. working for house, sales, and office staff. INFO SER
Cruise Ships or I.and- Tour com Contact Steve Contois, 954- VICES seeks
panies + World Travel. Seasonal 1003 or fax 954-0932. Visit Customer In
and Full-time employment 6221 West Lane (corner of West vestigation
available. Call: (206) 971- and Swain) for application and
Consultant to
3550 ext. C60431.
interview.
create and re
vise business
lour guide, instructor, lifeguard, St. Stephens Church seeks Nurs info reports
hotel staff, firefighter + volun ery Caregivers (2), $7.25/hr. through tele
teer and government positions Sunday mornings and Wednes phone investi
available at National Parks. day evenings. Call Michele at gations in di
Benefits + bonuses! For Out 467-3751 to arrange interview. rect response
to customer
door Employment Program callinquiries.
971-3620
ext
(206)
N60431.
Rainbow School seeks After C o n t a c t
noon Adventures Assitant, 12 Corina Daine
hrs/wk, Fues, Wed, and Thurs Harmon or
R U failing at your resolutions? 11.30-3:30. $5/hr. Contact S u z a n n e
Can't lose weight? Still smok Becky 464-7301 or message at Bakke, District
ing? Using unhealthy prod 951-1825.
Mgr, 8950 Cal
ucts? Not making any xtra $$?
Center Dr,
Join me in a company helping
Suite 238, SAC
people win. Free Catalog/Info In-N-Out Burger hiring for all 95826, 9166
467-7176.
shifts. Apply in person at 575 369-1396 or
fax 369-1946.

MM MINING.
Now is the time to gear up for spring training. Super low round
trip fares on Amtrak California's Capitols, San Joaquins and San
Diegans make it extremely attractive. Better still, use your Student
Advantage Card (annual enrollment $20) and receive an additional
5% discount. That means more money to spend once you get there!
1 he trains of California and connecting shuttle buses can take
you just about anywhere in the state without the hassle and hidden
costs of driving. During spring break you can visit friends on other
ClTh of
r the beaches at Monterey or Santa Barbara.
Climb the hills of San Francisco. See the San Diego Zoo Or hev
why not give the folks a thrill and show up at home?
'
tr yau cbaose' there's no easier or more economical way
in
t
to get there and back than on the train. On board you can relax,
hsten to music, have a snack, or just watch the scenery roll by.

ftow your stuff"13 trai"S

COmfortabIe and roomy

with space to

Just look at some of Amtrak California's incredibly low fares.

«!y°U
n^Spring trainin&- Contact your college
travel service or call Amtrak at 1-800-USA-RAIL.
travel

Roundtrip

San Francisco
Palm Springs
San Diego
D)s Angeles
Santa Barbara

Fares

$17
$35
$84
$59
£72

With SA Card

. . $14 . .
. . $72 . .
• . $71 . .
. . $59 . .

. . $61 . .

Savings

.$3
. $13
. $13
. $10
, $11

% Amtrak California
Partnership between Cattrans and Amtrak

0,1:5

card'

i"i

!>••*

fjeison Corteway
Sports Editor
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946-2115
nellie84@aol.com

At a Glance
The Tigefs
Ken's
filed through their two game road
Sate 71-61 and UCSanta Barbara 79The Tigers had not beaten USCB
M the road since 1986 and had not
wept the south land series (LBSU and
OSBi since 1979. UOP is now 13-11
verail and 9-7 in the Big West, stand
ing m a tie for third. The Tigers have
-„o games remaining, both of which
,* at home in the Spanos Center
Hey play Cal State Fullerton this
timing at 7:30 p.m and will face con
ference ieader UC Irvine on Sunday
it 2 p.m.
Women's Basketball—Last Friday
•he Tigers defeated Long Beach State
5-93 in double overtime. Kate
McAllister scored a UOP record 46
hits to push the Tigers past the
%s. Unfortunately, on Sunday the
Tigers were hammered by UCSB 79t The Tigers are now IS-10 over all
:nd 10-6 in the Big West Conference.
Men's Volleyball—The Tigers were
^matched last Saturday against
-CLA, losing 15-7, 15-6, and 16-14.
Greg Wakeham led the Tigers with 32
kills. UOP will face Stanford this
evening in Palo Alto. This weekend
they will take on UC Santa Barbara
an Saturday and Cal State Northridge
vn Sunday, Both games are on the
road.
Men's Swimming—UOP finished
' fourth place in the Big West Cham
pionships last weekend. Ryan Price
ret a school record for the 100 breast
stroke at 56.98.
Women's
Swimming—The
•omen's swim team set a school
record last week at the Big West
championship in the 200 medley
relay (1:47.24). The top individual
finisher for the women's team was
renna Sasser in the 400IM. She fin
ished in 6th with a time of 4:33.81
^n's Tennis—UOP beat SacraT«ito State 7-0 at Brookside Courts
week. The next match for the Ti
to is March 3 at Santa Clara (See
'%r Notes" for.
Softball—The Tigers lost their first

(ime of the year in the second game
T a doubleheader against Sacra; onto State last Thursday. The Tigers
Tit the doubleheader 2-0 and 6-7.
tatuidays match against St. Mary's
Baseball—The Tigers swept their
hreegame series with Southern Utah

!o9-3. The Tigers will take on Sacra"tnto State Tuesday in Sacramento.

G o l f — n e x t tournament is

Men's basketball

Tigers poised for Big West playoffs
NELSON T. CORTEWAY

Pacifican staff writer
UOP lifted itself into a tie for third
place in the Big West last weekend
after winning two crucial road games
against Long Beach State, 71-61, and
UC Santa Barbara, 79-72.
It was the first time since 1979
that the Tigers have swept the Long
Beach-UC Santa Barbara road trip.
The first victim of the Tigers' as
sault on the Southland was Long
Beach State. The Tigers had periods
of trouble, including a six minute and
20 second scoring drought in the sec
ond half.
Unlike the Tigers of old, these Ti
gers did not panic and were able to
fend off the Long Beach run.
"We couldn't get a shot and we
just kept our poise, kept attacking,"
said Rayne Mahaffey, who scored 18
points for the Tigers on that evening.
Adam Jacobson scored 21 points
and had five steals. UOP had 13 steals
on the evening.
"This is a game of runs and Long
Beach is a good team. We were up by
15 and we knew that they would
make a run. We just had to tough it
out and play solid defense. We were
struggling, but we still can play good
defense," Jacobson said.
Solid defense has been the key to
success for the Tigers during the last
stretch of their season. The Big West's
leading scorer, James Cotton, was
held to four points in the first half by
the Tigers. The Tigers offense was not
bad either. They shot 43 percent from
the three-point line as Jacobson led
the way with five of his own.
The Tigers took their momentum
from the huge road victory at the
Pyramid into the Santa Barbara
Thunderdome on Saturday.
UOP ended a 10-year winning
drought at Santa Barbara as the Ti
gers shot 51.8 percent from the field
(29-56) and out-rebounded the Gauchos, 39-32.
"This was a good team win,
coach Bob Thomason said. "Adam
made some 3's, Monty stopped
Phillip Turner from penetrating and
Michael Olowokandi and Tim
Nordahl were outstanding in the first
hcilf "
Olowokandi scored 11 points in
the first half and picked up eight re
bounds.
The Tigers showed great poise in
this contest as they were down early
20-8. "This was a good win because it

The Timers virtually locked themselves a position for the Bit
Championship last week when they defeated Long Beach Stah and
Barbara on the road.
was a close game and we had to fin
ish tough," said Mahaffey.
It was a good win because it lifted
the Tigers into third place in the Big
West Conference with a record of 9-7
and 13-11 overall.
The two road victories virtually
ensure the Tigers a spot in the Big
West Championship Tournament in
Reno, Nevada.
The Tigers have two remaining
games, both of which are in the
friendly confines of the Spanos (.en
ter. The Tigers will face Cal State ful
lerton this evening at 7:30 p.m. and
then match up against the Big West
Conference leader UC Irvine on Sun
day at 2 p.m.
If the Tigers can win both ot those
games then they will have beaten
every team in the conference at least
once. "We can go into the Tourna
ment knowing that we can beat any

body that we play. To go on this road
trip and beat these two teams is as
good as it gets for us," said coach
Thomason.
Do not count the Tigers out for a
bid to the NCAA Tournament just yet.
The Tigers are red hot. They have won
6 of their last 7 games and have
shown signs reaching the potential
that they are so capable of.
UOP will definitely be one of the
favorites when the Big West tourna
ment starts on March 7. The pger*
have shown that they are capable of
playing with anyone in the confer
ence.
, .
With the improved play or
Olowokandi and Nordahl, and the
resurgence of Charles Jones and
Corey Anders the Tigers look to be in
good shape for the six team show
down in March.
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Tigers sweep S. Utah lool
ahead to Sac. State

I \

JOSHUA M. BASKIN
Pacifican staff writer
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UOP fell to No. 3 UCLA last Saturday. The Tigers are still ranked No. 10
in the nation, the lowest national ranking for UOP in the program's four
1
, year history.

Men's volleyball

Tigers are good, not great
JOSHUA M. BASKIN
Pacifican staff writer
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t his past week, the 1 lth-ranked
UOP men's volleyball team faced
the 3rd-ranked, and defending na
tional champion, UCLA Bruins.
Unfortunately, the Tigers could
not maintain their incredible win
ning streak, as they fell to the Bru
ins in three straight 15-7, 15-6, 1614.
The Tiger's main problem was
keeping the ball inside the line.
Even when UOP was one point
away from winning the third game,
they could not keep their compo
sure and finish UCLA off.
"You've just got to make it hap
pen. If you make the plays, you can
get the W's. But the key plays ... We
made a few, but we didn't make
enough," said UOP player Greg
Wakeham.
Wakeham was, however, a
bright spot for the Tigers. He had a
game-high 32 kills, and pounded
away at the Bruins, keeping UOP
'•lose in each game. UOP was able
to get within 2 and 3 points in each
game before UCLA's attack took the
Tiger's out.
The Bruins were at top form the
entire night, even while behind
games, and UOP's heckling fans.
UCLA came out immediately ready
to play, making just two hitting er
rors in the first game.
I he Bruins had four players
with 12 kills or more, and hit .407
as a team. "The word for UCLA is
relentless," said UOP coach Joe
Wortmann.
Though the defeat was disap
pointing, UOP has a lot to be proud
HftMtMUHtl

of. 1 heir No. 11 ranking is the high
est national ranking ever for UOP,
and most likely they will continue
to ascend in the rankings if they
continue their consistent play.
UOP achieved this level by re
peatedly beating higher ranked
teams, such as USC and UC Irvine.
In addition, UOP has received im
pressive play from its players.
The continuing AU-American
play of Wakeham has helped to
keep the Tigers going with
continuos impressive perfor
mances. Others continuing to sup
port UOP in its efforts have been
Martin Berkenkamp and Sam
Crossen, who have played consis
tently throughout the season.
Even though the Tigers did not
play exceptionally well against
UCLA, they still have the ability to
become one of the top ten ranked
teams in the nation.
I his week UOP faces 4thranked Stanford, and again can
show the entire nation they are a
team to be reckoned with.
If they continue to receive the
same kind of play from their key
players, and can keep their compo
sure throughout the matches, they
have an excellent opportunity to
beat Stanford.
UOP must put its loss to UCLA
behind them. They must realize
they have to raise their play an
other notch (to UCLA's level) if
they want to overcome the 4thranked Stanford team. "We have to
play that way, because teams that
are that good do. It becomes natu
ral for them," said coach Wortman.
T*

The UOP men's baseball team
improved their record to 9-3 by
sweeping the Southern Utah
Thunderbirds last weekend at Billy
Hebert Field.
The third game of the series last
Saturday, was UOP's most impressive,
with a final score of 16-2.
UOP's most formidable opponent
was the weather. Having to play
through the rain, cold, and muddy
conditions, the Tigers still managed
to romp Utah.
The Tigers biggest helped was not
from their own team, but from
Utah's. Utah pitcher Ryan Jensen,
walked seven batters in the first in
ning, as the Tigers jumped to a 6-0
lead; with a key two-run single com
ing from Shane Rooney.
By the time the third inning came
around, UOP had extended its lead

to 8-0, and just continued on. Gi
Rubio blasted a three-run homer ovt
the left-field wall to increase their lea
again to 11-0.
"I was looking for a hangin
curve ball or another slow pitch,
Rubio said. "I knew he wouldn't tr
to throw a fastball by me." UOP'sol
fense was quite impressive, with th
team having a 17-hit attack.
The Tigers used the weekend t<
improve all aspects of its play. "W<
all did what we were supposed to dc
today," Rubio said. UOP's pitching
was completely opposite of Utah's
Ron Lewis received the call t<
start, but had to wait 45 minutes be
fore he actually got on the mound
because of the weather. He performed
well, allowing seven hits and two
walks over six innings. Lewis struck
out seven in his win, giving him a 30 record.
UOP will play Sacramento State
on Tuesday in Sacramento.

Tiaer Notes
Men's tennis crushes
Sacramento State
Singles results- Tim Reichelt
(UOP) defeated Nate Castro (Sac) 6| 4, 6-3; Joe Gonzales (UOP) defeated
Alex Filep (Sac) 6-1,6-1; Ole Olsen
(UOP) defeated Matt Valego (Sac) 6| 0, 6-0; Toshimasa Yanahara (UOP)
defeated Rob Harris (Sac) 6-4, 6-4;
Blandee Yee (UOP) defeated Eugene
Berg (Sac) 6-1, 6-0; Daniel Brandt
(UOP) defeated Eric Teply (Sac) 6-3,
6-3.
Doubles results- Gonzales,
Yanahara (UOP) defeated Castro,
Filep (Sac) 8-6; Reichelt, Olsen (UOP)
| defeated Berg, Teply (Sac) 8-3; Yee,
Brandt (UOP) defeated Harris,
! Petrescu (Sac) 8-3.

Tiger intramurals update
.
Softball entries close March 1 at
[ 4 p.m. Captains meeting scheduled
for March 5 at 5 p.m. in WPC 122.
Play begins March 19. There will be
men's, women's, and co-rec leagues.
Outdoor Soccer entries open on
March 4. Entries will close on March
25th at 4 p.m. Captains meeting
scheduled for March 28 at 5 p.m. in
| WPC 122. Play begins on April 1.
Badminton entries open March
4 and close March 28 at 4 p.m. This
will be a one day tournament held
in the main gym on March 31. There
will be singles and doubles events

Wakeham earns MPSF
player of week
Last week UOP's Greg Wakeham
was named the Molten/Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation Player ol
the Week.
1 he 6-7 middle blocker from
Irvine, CA, led the now No. 10 Ti
gers to upset victories over then No
10 Bringham Young (15-12, 12-15,
15-6, 15-12) and No. 13 UC Irvine
(15-10, 15-13, 15-12) last week.
"I think Greg deserves it," said
Joe Wortmann, Pacific's men's vol
leyball coach. "It's sort of a cumula
tive effect. This year he's more seri
ous about the game. What has be
come his strongest asset is if he
makes a mistake, he doesn't let it
affect him and bounces back and
plays well. He's not settling for me
diocrity, he's going full guns trying
to be a better player."
This is the second time
Wakeham has been named player of
the week. He also captured the
award during the first week of last
season. Darren Lance is the onlv
other Pacific volleyball player to re
ceive such recognition.
Behind Wakeham, Pacific has
jumped out to a 9-3 start, the best
start in school history and a 5-2
mark in the MPSF. The nine wins are
the most in a season during the
program's four-year history and the
five conference victories ties the
most conference victories. Pacific is
currently on a four game winning
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pushes basketball players to aim high

Its a basketball player;
Thomason was a first
m all-league guard and
1 slped guide UOP to backto-back West Coast
Athletic Conference titles
in 1970 and 1971.
As a basketball player, Thomason
'as a first team all-league guard and
•!ped guide UOP to back-to-back
West Coast Athletic Conference titles
1970and 1971. It was the '71 team
"at barely lost to John Wooden s
wverhouse UCLA team, which initded a freshman named Bill
Aalton.
"They were a finesse team," said
ttmason. "But, they were vulnerik."
Thomason's dream was to coach
' anaall town high school basketball
am. He found the atmosphere he
- ired at Turlock High School,
i "I never anticipated coaching colThomason said.
!9ow he finds himself enjoying

Basketball Coach Bob Thomason is the man
r first NCAA bid since 1979.
Happy Hours
4 p.m. - 7 o.m
Monday - Friday

(209) 478-6290
2324 GUANO CANAL U.VD « • STOCKTON. CA OS207
AC80SS FSOM THE HJ.TON ENTRANCE
Catering Avoioble

Transportation
San Francisco San Jose
Sacramento
Oakland
AIRPORTS
Call For A Quote
Very Reasonable Rates
209) QA7-9R27/(800) 347-RIDE

8026 Lorraine Ave. "21
Stockton. CA 95210

world Tourm
:ball Tc

AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD

For more information, call

3202 PACIFIC Ave
STOCKTON, CA 95
ONI BLOC* BOUTH Of

MON • SAT
1 1:00 AM • 9:30 PM

II < 1

Women's basketball
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Tiqers edge Long Beach, lose big to UC5B
^adtewav

NELSON T. CORTEWAY
Pacifican staff writer

The Tigers won a double over time gome last Friday to Long Beach State
98-93. Unfortunatley on Sunday, the Tigers were no match for UCSB as
they fell to the Gauchos 79-48. Pictured is Kathy Lauritzen.

Kate McAllister had 46 points last
Friday in the Tiger's impressive
double overtime victory against Long
Beach State 98-93.
In addition to McAllister's clutch
play, Christina Randall hit important
free-throws down the stretch and
freshman Stephanie Moore played
impressive defense.
UOP coach Melissa DeMarchi
credited Moore's defense and
McAllister's offense for the win.
McAllister was 19-31 from the
floor and hit 9-12 free throws. The
stepped up play from McAllister was
especially important because forward
Missy Ross strained a leg muscle early
in teh second half.
The impressive team performance
should have carried over into Sundays
game against UC Santa Barbara. Un
fortunately for the Tigers, they were
unable to reoeat their good play and

fell to the
the Gauchos 79-48
The Tigers were tied at 31 at I
halftime with the (20-5,15-1) Gau
chos. But in the second half the Ti-1
gers unraveled and completely lost
their composure.
"It was a different game the sec-1
ond half" UOP coach Melissa]
DeMarchi said. "It seemed like all j
of a sudden we were down 10 points
and came unglued."
The Gauchos went on an im-;
pressive 23-6 run early in the sec
ond half. Even Kate McAllister did
not have a good night. She was held
to 4-9 from the field for 8 points.
It was a dissapointing game for
the Tigers because they could hav,
gained ground ground on the con
ference leading Gauchos. The Tigers
were in the game early but were
clearly outmatched down the
stretch.
UOP is now 15-10 over all and
10-6 in the Big West Conference.
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The UOP women's tennis team played well last Saturday against Washing
ton State, but lost 6-3. Pictured is Bente Grina.
VENETIAN SQUARE PLAZA
PERSHING AT MARCH

STOCKTON ROCKS
NESM.Y REMODELED

HOURS MON-FRI 5-2
SAT & SUN 7-2

^ 23 DOMESTIC. IMPORT & MICROBREWS PLUS FULL BAR
^ I O TVs & 8' BIG SCREEN FOR SPORTS VIEWING
^ STOCKTON'S BIGGEST DANCE FLOOR
^ FREE ADMISSION W/ STUDENT ID ON THURSDAY NfTES
• BURGER & BREW SPECIAL MON
DRESS CODC INfOHCCD AfTIR Op-

FR1 5PM 9PM

The UOP men's tennis team defeated Sacramento State last week. Thty
improved their overall record to 3-3. Pictured in Joe Gonzales.
Pacific Athletic Foundation Member

Call Us First
For Solutions To Your Business & Personal

COMPUTER NEEDS

(?OOI Ob? 34 74

If Your Car's Not Going,

We'll be Towing !"

"24 Hr. Emergency Towing and Recovery"

L

Authorized Dealer For:

Mac & IBM Compatible

IBM SHARPcomPAa

Computers & Accessories

BMT TOWING
P.O. Box 31597
Stockton, CA 95213

SALES • SERVICE • REPAIR

(209) 463-8006
1-800-588-4TOW

SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS

^

.*1 Packard Ball

Complete Network Support

VXoV HEWLETT
%!!fM PACKARD

Printers • Modems • Software

brother

Add-On Cards • Custom Cables

We Deliver Call U s A t

We Sell New & Used Computers

(209)957-5555

704 West Swain Road • Stockton, California

